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1 Tax rates on luxuries, semi-luxur
ies, amusement admittance and club
! dues were agreed upon last week by
I the House and Senate conferees on
tthe war revenue bill. Practically all
of the Senate's rates on luxuries and
semi-luxuries were accepted by the
House conferees, Chairman Simmons
of the Senate managers said.
Rates in the House bill on amuse
ment admissions in excess of 31)
Among the pleasant occasions of cents were adopted by the conferees,
last week were the Installation cere the Senate managers accepting the
monies of Portia Rebekah Lodge, I. higher House rates, hut reaching a
O. O. F. on Wednesday evening and compromise for retention of the Seneents or
the joint installation of the Woodmen ate rate on admissions of
and Royal Neighbors on the following less. Under the agreement the amusenight, both of which drew a large ment admission tax will he 1 cent on
number of members who watched each 10 cents paid up to 20 cents and
with renewed interest the ever im- 2 cents on each dime paid in excess
posing
ritualistic
work connected of lit) cents.
The House rate of 2 cents on each
with this annual ceremony.
lb cents paid for admission to roof
Portia Rebekah Lodge
gardens, cabarets and similar estab
A six o’clock supper provided by lishments was adopted, as was the
the competent committee and such a , House rate of 25 per cent., instead of
supper as only can he prepared by , the senate rate of lu per cent., on
the lodge workers was the beginning theatre boxes

At the meeting of the Directors of
the Houlton Agricultural Society held
last week the folowing officers wen1
elected for the ensuing year:
George H. Benn, President
James C. Madigan, Vice-President
Andrew J. Saunders, Secretary
E. Murray Burtt, Treasurer

An interesting engagement that
was announced in Portland on Satur
day at the Country Club at a lunch
eon given by Miss Elinor Payson and
Miss Anne Brown True was that of
Miss Helen Gardner, daughter of Hon.
and Mrs. Halbert Paine Gardner to
Joseph Franklin Jewett, 3rd son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Franklin Jewett,
Jr., of Cincinnati, Ohio.
The following is the first of a series
Mr. Jewett attended the University
of articles which will appear in this
of Cincinnati and entered a training
paper, explaining in a very clear and
Ratification Friday of the feder camp May 5, 1917 at Fort Harrison,
concise way, the Revenue Tax Law
a l constitutional prohibition amend Ind. He received his commission as
which applies to practically all per
ment made the United States the first Second Lieutenant, C. A. C. and was
sons.
great power to take legislative action sent to Fort McKinley, later going
.Mr. George H. Kingsley. Tax Ex
to permanently stop the liquor traffic. overseas with the 54th Regiment.
pert and Head of the1 Income Tax
Nebraska’s vote gave the necessary While in France he received his pro
Department of Djorup and McArdle,
aflrm ative three-fourths majority to motion to a captaincy and returned
Public Accountants at 42 Broadway,
the states to make effective the from France, December 22, having
New York says:
amendment submitted by Congress in received hisdischarge.
Mr. Jewett
The Income and Excess Profit Tax
December, 1917.
will return to his position as secre
laws are very drastic and hits large
It v a : followed by similar action in tary and treasurer of a Cincinnati
corporations very heavy— The effect
lira Legislatures of Missouri and steel firm.
chiefly concerning individuals is that
Wyoming, making 38 states in all
the tax is much heavier than here Miss Gardner has many friends in
wblch have approved a “dry” Ameri Houlton who will extend congratulato-fore.
ca. Affirmative action by some of the tions.
The Individual tax returns consist
of one of the most successful projs estimated that about $75,000,I t state Legislatures yet to act is
--------- S A V E ---------grams ever held by this lodge.
ooo jn revenue will be secured an- principally in the fact that all in
predicted by prohibition advocates.
The installation ceremony begin- j nuaiiy f rom amusement admissions dividuals with an income exceeding
$1,000 if single, and $2,000 if mar
H. H. S. 52
Patten Academy 13 ing promptly at 8 o clock when the j un(jer the conference agreement.
Must Dispose of Great Stocks
The tax
On Wednesday evening, Jan. 15, inner guard announced the presence ; The House rate of 2o per cent, on ried or head of a family.
Under the terms of the amendment
GEO. H. BENN
the manufacture, sale and importa-j the H. H. S. Basket Ball Team de- of D. D. President, Ella Stean and D. cjuj} (jues double the tax under ex- will he 6% on the first $4,000 and
<Ma o f Intoxicating
liquors m ust,,
d th Patten Academy Team in D. Marshal, Annie Carpenter, both of
President
isting law, and estimated to raise
on the amount in excess of
m i n one year after ratification, b u t 1
prohibition w ill be a fact in every a fast and exciting game cn the H. Patten, accompanied by a suite of about $9,000,000, also was adopted by |$4>000.
The Directors which were elected
A Sur Tax will be imposed on
■lata much earlier because of the w ar H. S. floor. The superior passing of Past Noble Grands of this lodge, had the conferees.
rare forbidding the manufacture Houlton Team was a deciding factor arrived to install the officers for the
In disposing of the excise or semi- amounts in excess of $5,000 which at the annual meeting are:
■ale of alcoholic beverages after
George II. Benn, Andrew J. Saun
The Summary:
current term, being admitted and as- j luxury taxes, the conferees agreed tc> i scale is as follows:
Jane 80 until the demobilization of ” 1 “ _K
i
17
on
amounts
in
excess
of
$5,000
and
certaining
that
the
lodge
was
duly
ders,
Olin B. Buzzell, Albert E
the Senate assessment of 10 oer cent,
the military forces is completed. UnM b
not over $6,000.
entitled to proceed with the work of of the amount paid in excess of fixed 2% on amounts in excess of $6,000 and Mooers, Lee W. Ervin. Arthur O. Put
der the war-time measure, the expor- 1O'Donnell, L. F. (3)
not over $8,000.
laden of liquor is permitted, but the |Niles R. F. 6 (3)
the evening the following officers standard
prices by purchasers of 3% on amounts in excess of $8,000 and nam, Harry B. Crawford, L. S. Puring
great stocks now held In bonded w a re -[ Smith c 4
were installed and took their stations. semi-luxuries, such’ as carpets, pic
not over $10,000.
ton, Ernest B. Leighton, James C
lenses w ill have to be disposed of be47c on amounts in excess of $10,000 and
Noble Grand, Sophie Farrar
Madigan, Fred A. Barton, Theo. J
not over $12,000.
ture frames, traveling bags, pocketflsre the federal amendment becomes Ervin R. G. 4
5% on amounts in excess of $12,000 and Fox, Dr. E. P. Henderson, Geo. F
Vice Grand, Maud Cummings
Whited L. G. 1
effective.
books, umbrellas, fans, hats, shoes,
not over $14,000.
Secy., Eunice Lyons
6% on amounts in excess of $14,000 and Taggett, Vinthrop Robinson.
Discussion as to whether the new PA T T EN ACADEMY
stockings and other articles.
not over $16,000.
amendment becomes a part of the Curren L. F. 4
Treas., Mabel V. Smith
The luxury rate provides 5 per 77 on amounts in excess of $16,000 and
-------SAVE ------eeeatitution, now that 36 states have Johnson R. F. 1 ( l )
not
over $18,000.
Chaplain, May Lunt
cent,
taxes
on
manufacturers
sales
of
ratified it, or whether it becomes a
8% on amounts in excess of $18,000 and
R. S. N. G., Cora Davis
not over $20,000.
motor vehicles, tires and accessories,
part of the basic law only when each Nevers C. (2)
97
on amounts in excess of $20,000 and
L. S. N. G., Jennie Whitcomb
•late has certified its action to the Parker L. G.
pianos, talking machines, candy and
not over $22,000.
secretary of state, led today to a Foster R. G.
R. S. V. G, Ola Ingraham
„vt!ru&
^ ,%
iUW
Only one more big war loan drive
similar articles: 10 per cent, off ath -l10\ M
^Ul ,*™
oJ>
V Xce8S ° f 122,000 and
starch for precedent which showed
Referee, Carter. Timer, Robinson.
L. S. V. G., Mrs. Doak
Ii letic goods,F liveries,' furs,' *yachts and
7r on amounts
in
excess of $24,ooo and ; *s a mPlanned
_____
n
n
n
f
TThis
U • n by
...211the
Ube— treasury
hL . Victory
t f l _ a _ departvLib»»
tfcst tbs only two amendments rati
4
/OA,
. .
. .
.
,
.
. „
.
.
not over $26,000.
j ment.
will
the
Inner Guard, Isa Taber
find In tbs last half of the century, |Time, two ( 20 ) minute periods.
motor boats, and 3 per cent, on c h e w - |1 2 7 on amounts in excess of $26,000 and [ erty loan, to be floated probably the
Outer Guard, Nettie Stewart
Iboso providing for Income taxes and j
Presque Isle Friday Jan. 17
ing gum and toilet soaps
137- on amounts in excess of $28,000 and
three weeks in April.
The
direct election of senators, were con-i
At Presque Isle on Friday evening
floor work was beautifully car
not over $30,000.
amount will not be more than $6 --------- S A V E
M e n d effective Immediately the36th Houlton H igh was defeated by P. I. ried out, the visiting officials being
147 on amounts in excess of $30,000 and 000,000,000 and may be $5,000,000,000.
157- on amounts in excess of $32,000 and
bon<^s probably will be issenator Sheppard, author of the : H. S in a faat aud snappy game. The ,-paat masters ’ of this branch of the
not over $34,000.
sued by the government even after
F irs t N ational Bank
prohibition amendment, held that na- j defeat was due to the small floor and j WOrk and all through the ceremony
167 oil amounts in excess of $34,000 and the new campaign, but it is exuectover $36,000.
to
*v..___
ttonal prohibition becomes a p erm a-1unfamiliar baskets. The return game ; the impressive service was most inThe annual meeting of the stock 177 not
on amounts in excess of $36,000 and ed to market these quietly through
ntnt fact Jan. 16, 1920.
1with Presque Isle is looked forward |teresting.
riot
over
$38,000.
banks
and
other
financial institutions.
holders of the First National Bank
187 on amounts in excess of $38,000 and
Only 14 States Have Certified
; *°
a great deal of interest as
At the close of installation a musi- was held last week and the following
not over $40,000.
197 on amounts in excess of $40,000 and 2 1
Only 14 of the states have certified I
Houlton b°y s expect to square |cai program consisting of solos and officers elected.
of $17,000 is
$5,100 til
not over $42,000.
A
of net income
readings were enjoyed, as follows:
thslr action to the state department this defeat with interest.
207 on amounts in excess of $42,000 and
President, C. H. Pierce
i
i excess of $20,000
$40,000
not over $44,000.
lir a rote o f the Mississippi Legisla
The Summary:
807 thereof is
Piano Selection,
32,000 ( j)
Vice Pres., A. T. Putnam
217 on amounts in excess of $44,000 and
tive, the first to act, has not been re H. H. S. 13
not
over
$46,000.
Marjorie Whitcomb
(i
A
j
)
is
$5,100
plus
Cashier,
R.
17
Ward
ceived at the state department. Mis
22 7 on amounts in excess of $46,000 and
$32,000
,100 ik i
; Vocal
Solo, Mrs. Towers,
Miss
not over $48,000.
Directors: C. H. Pierce, A. T. Put
sissippi secretary of state report- O’Donnell L. F. 1 (1)
Hence since total e x 
23
7
o
r
amounts
in
excess
of
$48,000
and
cess profit tax and
Pauline Smith, accompanist,
Miss nam, Geo. B. Dunn. John Watson, L. A.
efi
that
the
certificate
h a d Niles R. F.
not over $50,000.
w ar profit tax as
bqsn mailed to Washington immed-j Smith C. & L. G 1
Lewin, violin.
Anc a one per centum increase for
Pierce, W. P. Mansur, Jas. C. Madigan.
determined in the
lately after the Legislature acted and
R r;
brackets
is $39,600,
Recitation, Miss Elizabeth Shaw
each $2,000 additional income over
which exceeds the
that a duplicate would be sent if the „
T
0
Farm ers N atio n al Bank
amount just deter
Dancing Exhibition, Miss Doak
$50,000 until 48% is reached which
original bad been lost
>Ervin L
& c
mined (k) the tax
The annual meeting of the stock is the amount taxed on income be
Remarks for the good of the order
Proclamation of the ratification of IP. I. H. S. 43
will be reduced to
the amount (k) or
a now amendment Is made, but this Horseman R. F. 3
were made by Hon. R. W. Shaw, Mrs. holders of the above bank was held at tween $9S,000 and $100,000.
After
$37,100
was said to be a formality and not a Johnson L. F. 5 (4)
amount of income is reached the
M. L. Durgin of Milo, Mrs. Stean of its banking rooms last week, and the ,
NORMAL
IN C O M E T A X
requisite part of changing the con- K ierstead C. 3
Patten, Mrs. Cora Putnam, Mrs. J. C. following officers were elected:
percentum jumps in leaps and bounds income
stltutlon.
'
President, F. A. Powers
Harvey and A. J. Saunders.
until you arrive at 65%.
’A;ir Profits
N ew problems of government are i
_
Tax
37,10"
Vice
Pres.,
J.
S.
Weiler
: Dancing followed which was enjoyraised by prospective stoppage of the ; w nite l . g . j
P
artnership
and
Personal
Service
,
^Exem
ption
2,000
39.100
Cashier, W. F. Titcomb
Referee Graves. Time two twenty j e(j until a late hour, which brought
manufacture and sale of intoxicating
Corporations
liquors, as hundreds of millions of minute periods.
Asst. Cashier, A. E. Carter
$20,900
, f0 a conclusion a most pleasant ocdollars derived from internal revenue
$2,508
The individuals affected under this 127 of $20,900 is
Directors: F. A. Powers, S. Fried
There will be a basket ball game at ;casion.
Total Income Awill have to be obtained from other
heading will file individual returns
\Var Profits Tax
$39,608.0*1
man,
Chas.
E.
Williams,
J.
S.
Weiler,
H.
H.
S.
Thursday
evening,
Jan.
23, j
sources.
Law s for enforcement of
The Income Tax affecting the cor
J. A. Browne, L. H. Powers, F. M. and calculate their income under the
tbs amendment also will have to be between Houlton High and Ashland ! Houlton Camp M. W. of A.
porations is found under Section 2"»0.
schedule set for individuals.
High. Everybody come and support j
North Star Camp R. N. of A. Hume, J. C. McIntyre, L. O. Ludwig.
passed by Congress.
Part 3 -corporations which is as fol
Only a minimum of unemployment j your home team.
A joint installation of the Modern
Corporations
Houlton W oolen M ill
lows :
to expected to result, as the culminaGame begins at (7.30) seven thir- Woodmen and Royal Neighbors, was
Mr. Kingsley says: Considerable
•If® o®T®ni/ OI 8UCCQS81VG r6StTiCtlV6 ! .
.
: The annual meeting of the Houlton
(1) For the Calendar year of 1918
held at Woodman hall on Thursday
space could by utilized in explaining
measures adopted since the war be- j ty snarp— 12%: of the amount of the net in
Woolen Mill was held on Tuesday
gan already has caused many distil-1 Everybody
remember the
High evening, Jan. 16. The ladies installed
the various phases affecting corpora come in excess of the credits providtore and brewers to seek other uses ] School and Ricker Game at H. H. S. first at the request of the Woodmen. ^evening, when the following officers
tions,”
the first thing that people are e(j jn Heotion 236.
for their plants.
Hundreds of m/1- Friday evening, Jan. 31.
Past Oracle Cora M. Putnam acting were elected:
naturally
interested in is how must
Hons of dollars are Invested in disPresiden, J. W. Maxwell
The Excess Profits Tax affecting
S A V E ------as installing officers, assisted by Past
tilleries and breweries.
we calculate our returns or taxes, corporations is found under Section
First Vice Pres., (7 H. Pierce
Oracle Bessie Vail as ceremonial mar
and th*' following example will give 301- -Part 2- which reads as follows
Second Vice Pres., S. H. Crawford
More Than Half of Nation Dry
The Spanish Operetta, “ The Lost shal. Music was furnished by Bry
a general idea as to the method.
Sec and Treas., (7 A. Bagnall
More than half the territory of the
F irst Bracket
son’s orchestra.
The following of
Necklace”
to
be
given
Thursday
lav.'^tfd Capital for pqs
United States already is dry through
Directors: J. W. Maxwell, (7 H.
Av»>ragt> is
$75,mm (a)
ficers
were
installed,
Annie
P
Hutch
evening,
Jan.
30,
at
8
o’clock,
in
the
3o
per
centum
of the amount of
state action or local option elections.
i;imiiiii ( ’,>)
Pierce, Geo. S. Gentle. O. B. Buzzell, Net incumr for 19 IS
A v cra gr invested
Until recently the movement into dry , H. H. S. Auditorium, under the aus- inson, oracle; Mrs. (7 W. Bagnall,
net income in excess of the excess
(7 A. Bagnall, S. H. Crawford. Chas.
Capital pre war
.piit.mm
(l )
states of limited quantities of liquor ! pjces Gf the Houlton Woman’s Club, past oracle; Mabel (bites, recorder:
profits
credits (determined
under
Average net income
H.
Fogg.
far personal use was permitted but
p re w a r C
2,5<J0
id )
Mrs.
Chamberlain, treasurer.
Mrs.
Section
312)
and
not
in
excess
of
promises
to
be
positively
the
best
EXCESS P R O F IT C R E D IT S
the supreme court ruled several days
Mr. Maxwell of Sabbattus who has
o f in vested cap ital for
2077 of the invested capital.
ago that the Reed bone dry amend porduction of its kind ever given in Hanagan, vice-oracle; Annie Miller, been connected with the mill ever 87taxable
year
$6.mm
chancelor;
Hope Wise and Annie
ment made such traffic Illegal.
Houlton.
3.000
Second Bracket
since its reorganization some years Specified exemption
Small, marshal and assistant; Mrs.
Western and southern states took
Don’t miss it!
$9.non (,.)
ago
together
with
Mr.
S.
H.
Crawford
60(7
of
the
amount of net income
the lead In prohibition. In the West
Tickets on sale at O. M. Smith s Carson, inside sentinel: Mrs. Purdy,
W A R P R O F IT S C R E D IT
of New York City have had much to
oaly California, Nevada and Wyomin excess of 20'7 of the invested cap
outside
sentinel;
Mrs.
Fowler,
mana
A\’e r a g e pre w a r
i > ! still license the sale of intoxi Book Store.
do with the remarkable showing made
ital.
in c o m e ( d )
$2.3nn
ger; Rose Murray, faith; Marion ConThe cast of Characters follows:
cants, and in the South only Louisi
P lu s p r ; o f d if f e r e n ■»>
during the past 12 months.
ana. The remaining wet states form
American Girl, Miss Marion Cleve- nelly, courage; Nettie Burden, unsel
between average pre war
T h ird Bracket
Mr. Crawford is at the head of one
invested capital and
a belt through the Mississippi and jan(j
fishness;
Mary Clifford, endurance
invested capital for
The sum if any, by which S0% of
of the largest firms in New York, deal
Ohio river valleys to N ew England,
' . .
,
...
~ ,
1918 ( a ) less (c)
I..Vm
the amount, of the net income in ex
the states including Missouri, Illlinois
Spanish Girls, Miss Eva Hackett, and Olive Good, modesty.
ing in Mill products, and is a large N'mv applying the first
At the close the officers of the
cheek we (ind that the
Wisconsin, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsy- j Miss
Alene
Berry. Mrs. Camilla
cess of war profits credits (deter
holder in the Houlton Mill. His posi
war profits credit is less
Woodman lodge took the chairs and
Ivania, Delaware, N ew Jersey, New [Grant.
mined under section 311) exceeds
than
107)
of
the
invested
Toril,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, i Gvpsy [Maids Mrs
Evelyn Dyer, A. G. Merritt was appointed install tion being of great advantage to this
capital for the taxable
the
amount of the tax computed un
year (107 of $75,000)
mill, which has made such rapid
Massachusetts
Vermont
and New
ing officers, and P. M. Libby escort,
Mrs. Lida Hodgins.
is $7,500. Hence the
der the first and second brackets.
Hampshire
strides in the woolen industry in the
w ar profits credit shall
Bolero Dancers, Miss Mildred Cur- the following officers were installed
Sec. 302 That the tax imposed by
be the sum of 107 of
Text of the Amendment
jtis. Miss Margaret Monaghan, Miss in an impressive manner; J. S. Brew past year.
invested capital for
subdivision
301 shall in no case be
1918
With the number of people employ
7.500
Section 1 After one year from the Alene Berry, Miss Eva Hackett.
er, past consul; P. W. Rhoda, consul;
and specific exemption
3.000
more
than
30%
of the amount of the
ed at this mill, it means much for
ratification of this article the manu
Cachucha Dance, Miss Doris Pride. J. H. Henderson, advisor; C. B. Es
net
income
in
excess
of $3,000— and
$10,500
(f)
Hectare, sale or transportation of in
Houlton, and yet few if any of our peo
Dramatic
Coach, Miss Elizabeth ters, banker; W. J. Griffin, clerk;
toxicating liquors within, the importa
not in excess of $20 ,000 , plus 80% of
F IR S T B R A C K E T
ple ever take interest enough to intion thereof into, or the transporta Shaw.
Daniel Hanagan, escort; S. E. Wright,
.
30 7 of not income in
the amount in excess of $20,000.
. . . . . . . .
.
quire, or visit the mill to see what an
excess of excess profits
tion thereof from the United States
Director of Dancing, Miss Mildred watchman; O. W. Dow, sentry; Dr. :H
.
.
.
..
Sec. 312— The Excess profits, credit
credit, (e) and not in
industry we have here in our midst.
and all territory subject to the juris
excess of 207 of in
i E. C. Bates, physician; W. E. Swett,
shall
consist of a specific exemption
diction thereof, for beverage purposes Curtis.
vested capital (20% of
------- SAVE
Musical Director, J. Hollis Lind : manager.
to hereby prohibited.
of $3,000— plus an amount equal to
invested capital is 207
of $75,000 or $15,000)
Following the installation a sup
Section 2— The Congress and sev say.
8% of the invested capital for the
minus $9,000— $6,000
-------- S A V E ---------eral states have the concurrent pow
per was served to which full justice
at 307
$1,800
taxable year.
er to enforce this article by appropri
i was given, after which the tables
SECOND BRACKET
Mr. Kingsley says— the question of
“ORDERED, the Senate concurring,
ate legislation.
were cleared for dancing, which last-tthat th(J tlme for the r,.ceptlon of 607 of net income in
inventories
are giving a great num
excess of 20% of in 
Section 8— This article shall be
vested capital (20%
ber of people considerable worry as
Inoperative, unless it shall have been j Shipment of potash from Alsace- ed until a late hour to the entrancing :petulons and bills for private and
invested capital is
rattSsd as amendment to the consti-! Lorraine to the United States cannot strains of a delightful program by special legislation be limited to Fri $15,000; net income
to the correct way to take them, and
in
excess of that is
tatlon by the Legislatures of the se v -: be started pending decision as to the Bryson’s orchestra.
advises the following as the correct
day, January 31, 1919, and that all
$45,000—
at
607
27,000
eral states, as provided in the consti- status of mines, officials in Washing------- SAVE --------interpretation of the law.
such petitions and bills presented af
iu^on. within seven years of the date ton were informed Friday, in dis
Total Excess
ol snhmtoslon thereof to the states 1patches from Paris.
Profit T a x
$28,800 (g ) ! The law provides that if you took
ter that date be referred to the next
by CoafreM.
Potash from Alsace-Lorraine is beyour inventory at cost last year you
T H IR D B R A C K ET
Legislature; that the clerk of the
ing furnished to agricultural interests! ^
^oca* buyers report small lots
Sum by which 80'.'7
SAVE
must take them at cost this year,
House
cause
copies
of
this
order
to
only in carload lots, and the best Inofferings, for which they are payof net income in
and
if you computed the inventory at
be published in all the daily and
excess of wjir pro
formation obtainable In France is ing $3.00 per barrel
fits credit exceeds
market
value last year, you must take
weekly papers in the State until and
that the Frence Government will eonThe Produce News says:
sum of first and
sume all available potash for some
....
, x
„
second brackets.
market value this year.
Therefore
including Thursday, January 30th.
W a r Profit credit
A t^er
w.e,fk K fl1
urry. wlt 1 ,ac*
The entertainment committee of time. Inability to import the comif
you
took
cost
last
year
and the
(f)
is
$li),
5
(1
9
modity from Alsace, it was said, dancing prices, the market has settled next.
.Net Inc no- i’l e x 
Houlton Grange is to be congratula
market value was greater, and in
would operate as a protection to the ( ®wn to
(iullness which has House of Representatives.
cess : ii' i '
i
19,5on
ted upon the fine course of entertain- infant industry in *77
----- *—
characterized it tor some time. Deal
preparing your tax returns for 191S
807- of $411,500 is
3!).60o
this country.
Jan. 16, 1919.
Which exceeds Uners purchased about all the stock they
n ents that have been selected for
SAVE
you
must take cost value even though
Read and pa.ssed.
sum of first and
Aroostook County is experiencing 'vante;d
the time being and buyhto winters course.
second brackets
(he
market
value is lower.
Sent
up
for
concurrence.
„
¥ ..
... .
. ,
„
, 1ing since has been from a hand to
(K) hv
lO.SOOili)
Those who have patronized the en one of the mildest winters for many raouth ,.haraoter wlth very llttle ufe
There is it relief clause in the pre
This
v..,u!.l !..•
Clyde R. Chapman,
the war profits tax
Arrivals are not partitertainments as given, are loud in years. There have only been two to trading.
sent bill by which you can claim a re
Clerk.
and the total e x c e s s
fJtolr praise for the high grade o f , c°ld spells, and those were of short cularily heavy for this time of year,
profits
and
war
fund if it is shown to the approval
In Senate Chamber.
profits tax would he
Mitotic provided, the last concert being duration and not severe, and the ^
at that there is some a of the Gommissioner, that the figures
$39,600 (K & h)
Jan. 17, 1919.
But we must apply
— " Hawaiian Male Quartette which snow storms have all been light with qu a llty p f bith State ^nd Mahfe stoch
taken are too high, as at Dec. 31.
Read and passed.
the second check:
satisfied the large audience. ; little blowing, which only goes to Is good.
Some of it arrived this
1918 and a loss is thereby incurred
In Concurrence.
SECOND CHECK
next concert will be looked show that Aroostook is a good place j week showing damage from frost in
in following years by conforming
Net Income in excess
L. Ernest Thornton,
to live in twelve months in the year, 'transit and naturally this was dis
of $3,000— and not
to with much pleasure.
with
this principle.
Secretary pro tern.''
counted.
in excess of $20,000
$17,000

NEBRASKA VOTE

Rebekah’s, Royal Neighbors
and Woodmen Install

Sated States First of Great
Powers to Stop liquor
Traffic Permanently

The Law Explained in a
Clear Way

BASKET BALL

FIFTH LOAN LAST
THREE WEEKS APRIL

ANNUAL MEETINGS

J

THE LOST NECKLACE

TIME LIMIT ON
LEGISLATIVE BILLS

FRENCH WILL USE ALL
POTASH FROM ALSACE

POTATOES

GRANGE ENTERTAINENT

COURSE
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P A M TWO

times; but most of them do not. Most formation and education, these daily j cock in 188u after the Republicans him, knit for him, prayed for him and j have hung laurel wreathes abo it th*
of the southern states have been no-! historians are to devote to New York jhad chosen Garfield. We do not ex- cooked for him; we have made
him heads of them all in ourminds
cal
BatabUahed April 13, 1869
toriously lax in this respect;
their : as much space as they have been giv- |pect to see the Republicans name a member of the family, whether we ling them “our prote
ectors and our
militia enlistments have been away ing to London and Paris. With this j Pershing.
He is not .popular
with ever
him noble
e ro e s ” h..t
ALL THE HOME NEWS
.
---- saw
---- him
----- or
-- not; written to
w min
nome hneroesnut he
believe me if we
below' strength and their officers have system in force it will no longer be 1the army in France. He is less pop- all sorts of funny and intimate things try any of that sort of gush on the
been
grotesquely incapable. The mo- possible to delude our triends of the ular than he deserves to be. He has as the case might be, and always, al- husky chaps that will soon march inPublished every Wednesday morning
bilization of the national guard or- other
continent with
such
wild
ueen a victim
vicmn of
in circumstances and ways, have had his image before us tn mir ctraat i? o oroIm
vild :; been
u
by the Times Publishing Co.
to our streets again, on our heads be
ganizations at the Mexican border stories as they were fed during a of orders from Washington. Another in the abstract, as the one thing the consequences. All of which leads
CH AS. H. FOOQ, Pree. A Mgr.
showed that not half the states could considerable part of the war in Eu- year may restore his prestige, but he which we were to love and cherish, up to just this:would not today be a great vote whether anything else got by or not.
put in the field their quotas of militia tope.
What are we going to do, what atti
Moreover, many of their journalists getter, And this war has been sin- All of which is very good and praise
Subscription in U. S. $1.59 per year equipped and trained for real warfare.
tude are we going to take towards
ineffective
in
creating
per
have
visited
the
United
States
as
a
gularlv
in advance as required by law ; in
worthy. The soldier must be support
Whatever our military policy in
these thousands of boys, when they
Cailada $2.00 in advance.
the future, wre must start with the result of the war just as many of sonal reputations. In the civil war ed, he must be fed, he must be cloth
get
back to America? In three months
Single copies live cents
principle of unified control both in their journalists and ours, too, have the man of prominence in a locality ed, and it was up to us do it. We
time,
a good many of them are going
peace and war. The entire responsi visited Europe as the guests of their raised a regiment and became i!s god mothered and did all sorts of
to
be
as far out of your social circle
Advertising rates based upon guaran bility for preparedness ought to be Allied governments. Perhaps no serv colonel. The natural leaders of the such stunts; got up holiday dinners,
as
they
were before you caught them
towns
in
his
district
formed
compa
ice
that
the
British
government
has
teed circulation.
and sent our girls to dance with him.
lodged in one place.
nies. These men went into the army in short, we treated him a little bet by the shiny new buttons and pulled
done
has
been
more
important
than
------- S A V E -------Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
that of asking some of our best news with reputations. The free and easy ter than we would our rich old aunt, them into your tender watchful care
T H E F O U N D A T IO N
While
far circulation at second-class
men and writers of editorials on tour press system of that day added to it. or our prospective husband’s folks the because they were soldiers.
The
foundation
oil
w'hich
the
Re
they
were
working
for
Uncle
Sam,
postal rates.
of England and the battle zones as They came out military heroes.
first time we met them. We are glad
public rests is the education of its peo
you
gave
them
all
sorts
of
g
ood
Government guests. And nothing was
Had Senator Weeks been re-elect we did; we do not regret it.
Nor
ple. Secretary Lane in his annual re
times; you pinned up your silken
more helpful to our relations
with ed he would have figured prominent probably does he.
T O R E V IV E F R E N C H IN D U S T R Y
port makes statements which, as he
skirts and washed dishes after their
The
Mexico than to have in this Country ly in next year's convention.
However, did you ever stop to think
The complete destruction of the in put it, “ presents facts almost unbe
It was easy to do, because
the delegation of Mexican journal same is true of Gov. Whitman of deep down in your heart how much feasts.
dustrial life of Northern France, des lievable," and in themselves “ accusa
ists that the President received at New York. It is curious the Extent of all this was real patriotism, how they were soldiers, thousands of them
cribed by Herbert Hoover in his mes tory.’’ There were in 1919 in this na thi* White House. Just as soon as to which the Republicans in the re
in the abstract, you could unbend for.
much was energy letting itself off in
sage to Washington, w*as part of the tion 5.500,000 persons more than ten Latin America has a chance to know cent elections “ killed off,” for tin*
the most available way, how much what about tin* returning chaps, once
calculated plan of Germany to ruin years of age who could neither read us better and as soon as it receives time being at least, their available
was due to tin* fact that our own hoys the buttons are gone? Are you going
France as an industrial competitor. nor write. There were 700,000 men of daily
But there is, of course, were in the game too. and how much to forget their existence or still work
the truthful account of our material.
More significant even than the ruin of draft age who could neither read nor doings and interests just as soon will the great West, of which we have
of it was due to the fact that the sol for their comfort and protection and
the factories was the destruction of write the English language or any
it find the untruth of that commer been hearing little in tin* stressful dier hoy was an ideal, as a matter of education, for they will need it yet;
More than 4,600,000
the coal mines. Without coal factor other language.
cial propaganda that neutral coun days of war, it may In* developing fact, as much as he was a reality to be sure of that. They will need it al
illiterates are over 20 years of age.
ies cannot operate.
tries are reported to be even now presidential talent of a high order. us? He was marching away, in glory though you couldn’t make them admit
This procedure by Germany makes ; The percentage of illiterates runs from
circulating in book form for the pur There is Hiram Johnson of Califor wrapped, and the marching was good, it if they died, probably. Has it been
it the more imperative that the Allies i 1.7 per cent in Iowa to 29 per cent in
pose of discrediting our merchants nia and Borah of Idaho in the far lie was a composite of all the boys, patriotism or a fad that has so
should see that France is reimbursed 1Louisiana. Maine has altogether too
country.
and our people among them.
except we concentrated upon our own changed your actions these past two
from German coal. The coal pile o f , many illiterates in her population to
The Democrats have the advan particular boy, and we couldn’t al years? Has it been love of this young
RAVE
the Saare Basin, on the edge of Lor I enable her to do much boasting.
tage, so far as selections are con ways do that and In* was therefore a life about us, or eagerness to “do as
This is fine soil for the sowing of R O O S E V E L T 'S D E A T H
raine, is one of the natural supplies
cerned. of being in the linn light. theory, after all, more than lie was a the rest do” that has shaken you
A N D G. O. P. P R O S P E C T S
from which restoration could be made. the seeds of Bolshevikism or of the
from your shell? Has it been and will
They might nominate McAdoo or fact.
Whether the Republicans would
It would be mockery to free France I. W. W. It is in fact the soil where
it continue to be a deep desire to do
Newton D. Baker, either of whom
And now he is coming home; the
from the German military menace and the latter organization expects to pro- have nominated Col Roosevelt for tine
good and be good that has made you
would reflect the purposes and poli
war
is over, and the boys are coming
been
alive
next
leave it defenseless against the Ger duce its largest and most successtul presidency had he
all
over so or has it been an emotion
cies of the present administration home; to take up their work whore
man economic competition.
Certain crop. People who cannot read do not year must remain an unsettled quesborrn*
on the wave of excitement and
in much tin* same way that Van Pm they dropped it we hope, but in any
He would have been discussed
ly the Allies must give France the op think for themselves and those who do tion.
ren and Taft were creations of their event coming back. They have won already beginning to subside? Search
portnnity to build up its ruined indus not think for themselves are easy vic in connection with that otlice more
respective predecessors.
Secretary their light, have done tin* job; we are your heart well. C’ompe! yourself to
And his
tims of any glib tongued demagogue than any other American.
trial life.
Baker has many points of availabil no longer exposed to the Hun wicked face this question; are you going to
death, just one year before the open
who comes along.
-------SAVE -------continue to work for humanity, now
ity if the party, deciding to take a
ness, we feel sure; we are no. longer
“ Whai should he said of a democ ing of the contest over the nomina
M A K IN G B E T T E R M E N
civilian
does
not renominate the in danger of having the fops knocked that you have been shown the way,
racy,” says Mr. Lane in his report, tion, confessedly leaves them at sea.
Men returning from the army are
President. Baker is a singularly e f off our buildings by hostile shells. or will the removal of fear of your
"where 10 per cent of the population They have lost a "talking point.” if
finding that their old civilian clothing
fective public speaker, and that is an The name is dime; and the Dough own safety which has come to you
are not able to read the laws which they have not actually lost a candi
does not fit. With some of the young
advantage
in a present-day cam boys are coming back to their own cause you to slump back into your
they are presumed to know?
What date.
old selfish manner of living, and your
paign.
er soldiers this might be explained on
life.
should he said of a democracy which
Neither
party
can
know
with
any
old
worship of class and castle and
the theory that they were still grow
SAVE
sends an army to preach democracy definiteness what it should do until
Tb«*y are coming back about as convention? Where do you stand?
ing when they entered the service,
W H E R E A R E W E S T A N D IN G ?
wherein there was drafted out of tin' it hoars from the other side. Take1the
they went over, if we far** the facts,
and that It 1s only natural for them to
first two million men, 200,000 who soldier-candidate idea. If the Democ
For a year and a half and perhaps plus a lift!" more knowledge of geo
be larger now. The addition in weight
could not read their orders or under racy should renominate Mr. Wilson more now, we have had always before graphy. and of ethics of Uhristian life.
and stature is not confined, however,
stand them when delivered, or read the Republicans would feel under no us a glorified sort of being which w e They are coming bark, rich man's
to the young men. Some men of ma
Many Houlton People Testify to This
letters sent from home?"
obligations to take a soldier, but if have called indeseriminately, The Sol son and poor man’s son, io take up
ture years have found that the mili
Whai is the answer? There can be the Democracy should so act the op dier Boy. He has been a conglomerate again the peaceful occupations or
You can't sleep at night
tary. work has added to their stature
but one. To counteract Bolshevikism position would hardly dart1 to do oth of your boy and my boy and hundreds non-occupations they left. The smart
With aches and pains of a bad back.
and that they are several pounds hea
and all that it significes, this nation erwise. The selection of Gen. Wood of boys we have never seen nor visu uniforms are going to be put away;
When you have to get up from uri
vier. Their old clothing will not fit
must devote itself with energy to edu by the Republicans would be very alized to ourselves, bait we have they won’t look nearly so nifty as nary troubles.
them now, but they are generally will
cational effort. If the States cannot likely to lead the Democracy to the adored him, in tin* abstract, just the they did; their grammar will not be
If the kidneys are at fault
ing to discard the old suits because of
or will not do it, the federal govern designation of Gen. Pershing, whose same. He has been the one thing for any better than if 'm . nor their fam
Set
them working right with Doan’s
the better health that has come to
ment must. Our people must be taught party affiliations, like those of Gen. which we have worked and talked ily tree changed n bit. These boys Kidney Fills.
them as a result of their work.
to read, write and speak the English Grant and perhaps Admiral Dewey and thought for all these months, and til at you ami 1 hitv<* «em chocolates
Here is Houlton proof of their merit.
The stories about the returning sol
language. If we have too many here --are light enough to fit over either we have been glad to do it. He stood to will pnohably swe'Hr like the troop
diers furnish further evidence in fav
John Gray, stone mason, 70 Pierce
among us to teach, then we must close platform.
between us and disaster, as we have er;s they have been. ;and not to blame;
or of universal
military training.
our doors and assimilate those we have
will probably hate with real Ave.. says; “ At times I had consider
been
told
many
times:
for
that
ma’
tbev
Had Pol. Roosevelt lived, the na
W hen men join a gymnasium class
able heavy lifting to do ad it was hard
before we admit more illiterates to
tion would have been tempted to ter he is standing there yet, and will American independe nee to fie made
they are benefited as a rule. Joining
on my back and caused it to ache. My
be
for
some
time.
We
have
sewed
for
We
may
iu*roes
in
the
concrete.
swell our population.
of
obliterate the third-term issue, once
gymnasium classes cannot be com
kidneys were disordered and I had to
Maine people think they have done
for aii, by nominating both Roosevelt
pelled by law' and it cannot be made
get up many times during the night
, well along educational lines.
Per
and Wilson next year.
With the
universal, but military work can be ;
to pass the kidney secretions. I had
haps they have done as much as most
colonel gone, there is no Republican
made compulsory and it should be ,
a dull, stiff feeling in my back and my
1States, but even Maine hasn’t done in sight who appears indicated by
made so. If this training is taken by
head pained me, too. It was hard for
'enough. Every dollar spent in teach the logic of the situation as the one
the rising generation it will mean a
me to stoop on account of the trouble
race of bigger men physically, and of |in« Maine’s people to read and write Wilson anta onist
,( is unlikeIv fhat
with my back. I procured a supply of
bigger men mentally. The man w h o ' and t0 sPeak our language is a dollar the Republicans
„
, ,.
______
/
...
would seriously con
Doan’s Kidney Pills from Cochran’s
must
enjoys good health is better able to ; invested to make democracy secure sider either Hughes or Taft.
Most
Drug
Store and they brought immedi
life and and to strengthen the foundations of of thi* other great men in the Repub
cope with the problems
ate relief. Since then I have used
the Republic. Let this be remember lican party, like Lodge and Root, are
business.
Doan’s Kidney Pills occasionally as a
ed when an appeal is made for approtoo old. The long peroid of Demo
Such men are going to be vitally
preventative.”
needed to help the Country through ; P o t i o n s for such a purpose.
cratic ascendancy has relegated to
the rear many Republicans who were
ita period in the future. Those who
-------S A V E -------Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't
Let us show you specimens of it—also designs of monuments cut from
conspicuous a decade ago, and would
oppose such training on the mistaken!
A L L AM ER IC AN N E W S
.. i.I.
this beautiful stone, at prices to meet your wishes.
simply ask for akidney remedy—get
theory that It will lead to militarism i
One of the things that the war has have become more so had the opporDoan’s Kidney Pills— the same that
do not seem to consider the other ! done has been to bring the Americans (unitv heen theirs.
Mr. Gray had. Foster-Milburn Co..
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
aide of the shield, It will make big ! closer than they were in the troub
Events should soon make clear the
ger and better men and no country lous times when Mexico thought the direction in which the two parties
United States didn’t dare to fight and are turning.
cat. do too much toward that end.
Their easiest course
H O U LT O N G R A N IT E AND
the
nations of the rest of Latin Amer would he to nominate two soldiers,
-------- s a v e --------M A R B LE WOP!
ica were being continually influenced just as the Democratic named HanW . G. McAdoo, D irector-G eneral Of
T H E F U T U R E OF OUR
H O U L T O N , MAI
by the machinations of German
Railroads
N A T IO N A L G U A R D
agents. To the south of us there is
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
The ruling of the judge advocate- a new respect for the United States
November 11, 1918
geaeral that a discharge from the as a fighting force, and the German
T IM E T A B L E
federal
service will
automatically agents though not all gone have been
T r a i n s D a lly except Sunday
From Houlton
relieve members of national guard deprived of most of their power. With
6.25 a. m.— For Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
units from further service in these v,e tter knowledge cf the needs of
9.14 a. m.— For Bangor
11.15 a. m.— For Ashand. St. Francis, Ft.
organizations is tantamount to wip South American markets arc! elimina
Kent. Washburn, Presque Isle, Tan
ing our old national guard system off tion of the malice that German com
Buren, via Squa Pan and Mapletca.
12.50 p, ro,— For Ft. Fairfield, Llmesteme,
the slate. It will have to be entirely mercial spies sedulously spread to
Van Buren.
4.39 p. m.— For Bangor,. Buffet Sleep
reconstituted by a new enlistment of our detriment there is a new day and
ing Car Houlton to Boston.
men and a new commissioning of offi a more friendly atmosphere awaiting
7.51 p. m.— PY»r Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren.
Due Ho ulton
cers.
Befor° that can take place, the exporters who will use the ports
9.09 a. m.— From Van Buren, Ft. Fairmoreover, it is altogether probable
Portland, Boston, and l ’rovidem
field.
12.38 p. m.— From .Bangor, .Greenville
that Congress will have devised some among others of this Uountiy to sell
Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to HetHse w plan of universal military train their goods to the people of the
argeat Sr"e of t -rf Madicin* in tha World.
ton.
Solo
everywhere.
In
Boxea,
10c.,
25c.
4.31
p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone,
ing which will obviate any need tor southern contingent. And now the <ne
Caribou. Ft. Fairfield.
5.30
p. m.— From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
state organizations.
additional
arrangement that
was
Van Buren. Washburn, Presque Isle,
One of the anomalies of the Ameri needed to make the new friendship
via. Squa Pan.
7.48 p. m.— From B an gor .
can constitutional system is that it permanent seems to have been satis Tim e tables giving complete inform a
vests the w ar power in the hands of factorily made— the arrangement for
tion mav* be obtained at ticket offices.
Congress while leaving to the various all-American news.
By agreements
GKO. M* HOUGHTON’ , Gen’l I ’ass’ r A g t
Bangor, Maine
states the work of recruiting a large reached with a number of the larger
portion of our armed forces in time newspapers of South America an e x 
• f peace. One hundred and thirty- change of news with newspapers of
tw a years ago, when the constitution the United States has been made pos
• f the United States was framed, sible. South America has some re
there was a very good reason for this ■markable newspapers, among them
Corner Pleasant Street and
division of that power.
The states La Prensa Buenos Aires, which i ;
Highland Ave.
were jealous of their new independhaVe the finest newspaper
ence and could not have been Pte- plant in the world and is housed in a
DR. L. P. HUGHES
vailed upon to surrender control of marble buildingof much magnificence
their militia to any central authority. and of innumerable conveniences, ir
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
Now, however, this situation has advertises its big news with a siren,
entirely changed. •The present war the powerful blast of which brimATTORNEYS
has demonstrated that uniformity of people from miles around to its bulb
Prompt attention to all business
organization and unity o f command tin boards. It spends $30,000 a mo mb
Houlton,
Main*
are essential to military efficiency. for its cable service.
But togeth< >
Piobate matters have Special
Some of the states, particulary those with its jouralistic neighbors it h a;
Attention
• f the N e w England regie-., keep known more about the affairs of Eu
national guard organizations up to a rope than about those of the United
reasonably high standard in peace States.
Now these surveyors of in
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Beauty—-Durability

These are marked features of Barre Granite—features that
be found in monuments that are to endure for centuries.
Barre Granite is Nature’s choicest memorial rock. You will
find it standing sentinel over the resting places of thousands
—in cemeteries throughout the country and in all the bury
ing places of this vicinity.

BARRE G R A N IT E

U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION

When in need of a purga
tive, do not resort to vio
lent cathartics, but take the
gentle, natural laxative—

Beecfyams
Pills

j

Miss a day

by sieknoss and you lose your pay or the benefits resulting
from a full day’s work. Usually the ordinary illness th.it
compels you to lay off can be prevented if yon select the
right kind of medicine. Thousands of New England people
have for years depended upon the genuine “ L. F.” Atwood
Medicine to keep them from getting sick through careless
sating, taking cold, sluggish condition of the liver and bowels,
and tendency to rheumatism. A quick relief for constipa
tion. Keep your bowels in daily active condition and you’ll
seldom get sick. Remember only O NE CENT a dose, 50 cents
fo r e 60 dose bottle of the genuine *‘L. F.” made only by the
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

Everyone, old and
young, can drinks

INSTANT
POSTUM
with benefit to
h ealth . »»„ A
delicious. dru£>f
beverage.
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Sincock Block

CHICHESTERSPILLS
DIAMOND
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r adif s i
Ask vonr l>rui>rfrt*t

d ia m o n d u k a ;
C o m me tallic b<
Ribiion. T a k e n <

Drurtlst anil ask ....
B I A M O X I) B l U M t I* 11.1.s, for twentv-five
years regarded ns U<**-t, Safest, Always Reliable.
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I that it might be well to open up quite
Amend the night hunting law to con jin woodcraft and the haunts of our
(wild animals, he lives close to nature a number of townships in several
form to federal regulations.
O twgf f W dtuil
counties for the trapping of these
Permit ail fines and fees collected yet often in intimate relation with
animals.
R*V. T. P- WilllMU, FMtor.
jand
earing
for
the
comfort
and
l^ves
to be used for the work of the depart
Preaching aenrloe 16.86 A. ¥ •
! of the great, the representatives' of j “The license fee for trapping is on
ment.
School following A. M. serIthe big throbbing world outside, gov- ly five dollars, which is not enough
Com’r Parsons says in his report:
ernors, senators, judges of the su ! for trapping beaver as plentiful as
ihrwdlg Song Service 7.30 p. M.
j
Deer and Moose
A
preme court, or the business men and Ithey now’ are in some localities.
Waakly Prayer Mooting Tuesday J "That the moose are on the increase Iprince of industry; and the intelli j good beaver skin is worth $15 and ofc o O lM lg a t 7.86.
i in the great game counties there can gen t representatives of such a calling i ten more.
..
—
|be no question, some lo c a litie s claim - : are nit going ti see their livelihood i “The license fee should be not less
Fliwt Eaptlot
ing as many as ever before, but in lost and the state’s interest violated (than $25 for trapping beaver. Other
flgfcyt gjk
|other sections the increase has been by the wilful slaughter of our game Ianimals, the fur of which is valuable
i it is true, are trapped on a five-d .filar
10V, Hoary C. Speed, pastor, so slight that it is believed wise to ex- by the poacher withiut a protest.
worship with sermon, tend the close time for another period
“The future of our game is largely license fee, but they are not as plentiin the hands of the honest guides, : ful as the haver would be in any ter
fft t ^ School with classes for of at least four years,
mca aad women.
“The deer, however, are not on the and the commissioner seeks their ritory that open season was declared
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor, increase and it is apparent to the most hearty co-operation with the wardens on.”
7 fpp gospel song service and sermon, casual observer who frequents our big of the state.
- S A V E -------A lte r n a t in g .
|woods that there are far less deer than
Beaver
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week |five years ago, and I want to take this
I
“Beaver
are
becoming
quite plenti
p rty e r service.
, occasion to sound a warning note to
ful and in some sections so numer
The
London
Daily
Telegraph's
ffcotar rehearsal each Tuesday even-1 all. Unless better protection is afcorrespondent had an inter
tm«»
the close of the regular prayer forded by the co-operation of sports- ous as to he doing ‘actual, substantial Baris
men. guides, fire wardens as well as damage’ to land ohners, and the com view with Leon Bourgeois, the for
meeting.
game wardens, in fact, all law-abiding missioner has found it necessary to mer minister, who is looked upon as
^citizens, it will be but a short time be- declare an open season on a few a French delegate to the peace con
First Presbyterian
’ fore it becomes necessary to place a tracts of land after careful investiga ference when the league of nations
gor- High and Military Sts.
close time upon deer the same as tion by some game warden detailed is discussed, as he is acknowledged
*p v . A. M. Thompson, pastor.
moose,
or the open time be materia 1- for that purpose.
to be the leading authority in France
I IfinUat service at 10.30.
“Beaver
always
do
more
or
less on the question.
lie has not yet,
|
ly
shortened.
ft S. at 11.45.
damage
and
flowing
small
tracts
and
j
“The
game
receipts,
too,
of
the
past
however,
been
apprised
of his ap
Jptior C. B. Society at 2.30 P. M.
t a la r C. E. Society at 6.30 P. M. I season bea:* out this assertion. It is cutting wood on the shores to pro pointment.
Mr. Bourgeois is president of the
taming service last Sabbath of each true there have been less hunters in cure the bark for food shall not bo
the woods on account of present con complained of by the owner of the French Association for a Society of
at 7.30.
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening ditions, but that fact does not account land, and seldom is. The inaliena Nations, and is at present busily en
l l V 4§
wholly for the decrease in the number ble right to fish and trap under such gaged with the presidents of the Brit
Service at Foxcroft Church eacn i received at shipping points during the conditions and restrictions as are ish, American and Italian associa
imposed by the state so long as one tions in formulating a plan to be
Sabbath at 3 P. M.
I season just closed.
does not trespass on cultivated lands brought before the peace conference.
________
P artrid ge and Ruffed Grouse
carries with it the right to have the He said:
It was thought early in the year:
Free Baptist
animals preserved in their usual
"W e are in negotiations with all
that it might be necessary to place a
JUv. Mr. Jenkins. Pastor.
haunts under the same conditions the associations, and delegates from
continuous close time on partridge in 1
S C i f i f service at 16.30 A. M
that have existed from time imme them will come to Paris during the
order
to prevent their becoming ex
school at 12.66 Mmorial, and certainly the state lias present month. The common scheme
People’s meeting M 6 P M. tinct. We had several bad seasons for the right to the natural growth and we have in mind is divided into three
hatching and rearing young birds
service st 7.06 P. M.
increase of the beaver in its wild ! parts. The first part is that the al
prior to last year and the winter of
6ftachrt music by choir.
state, properly protected, if not doing lies should, first of all, form a socie
1918 was extremely severe, making
practice Monday nights.
unusual damage.
ty of nations among themselves, fix
JOB sie cordially invited tc come and their natural enemies more ravenous,
“It is not the purpose, however, to ing the conditions and fundamental
if possible, and many covers were en
the Rev. Mr. Jenkinsallow’ them to do unreasonable dam rules and taking solemn engagement
sight church prayer and tirely destroyed.
Compulsory arbi
age and they are now’ getting so plen to observe them.
“Last spring, however, was a good |
ffs b e Service.
tiful that the commissioner believes tration and limitation of armaments
hatching season and this splendid j
game bird appeared in large numbers j
Methodl«t Episcopal
! in many sections, especially in the big
MflftarySL
! woods away from automobile hunters,
Mpy. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
i and it is not now regarded necessary
worship at 10.30 a. m.
to have a general or continuous close
*f^ha Sunday School at noon has or- time, although it might be preferable
pmhmd classea tor men and women. in some localities.

CHUKH SERVICES

PAGE THREE
would, of course, be two of the main
features.
“The second part of our scheme is
that the allies having completed this
work, should aproach Germany, but
not for the purpose of asking her to
enter the league of nations at the out
set. That cannot be until Germany
has made full reparation, and has, in

o c io R r G ift
iA Remedy
o wto Overcome
W o rld
Catarrh and Catarrhal

j

Conditions was Dr. Hartman's Legacy to the
* World o! Suffering.
The Doctor early recognized the insidnous nature
of catarrh and consecrated his life to checking the rav
ages of the worst of all health destroyers.

ALLY LEAGUE FIRST,
SAYS BOURGEOIS

jQpnlar League meeting and ciaas for
preparatory members at 3.66 p. a .
Epworth League meeting at 6.45

fact,
submitted to the necessary
chastisement which justice imposes.
The allies would simply indicate the
conditions of peace formulated and
decided upon at the peace congress.
“The third part of the scheme is
that immediately after the peace
treaty a universal conference should
be called.

PERUNA
The Greatest of All Catarrh Remedies
C atarrh first attack s the mucous linings in the nose,
throat, lungs, stomach, bow els o r an y oth er part of
the body.
U nchecked it fin a lly breaks dow’n the tis 
sues and chronic ailm ents develop w’ hich, i f not fatal,
are a lw a ys difficu lt to cure.
Guard y o u r health w ith Peruna. Don’ t w a it until
too late. Peru na is excellen t fo r coughs, colds, effects o f the g rip and
all catarrhal inflam m ation and congestion o f the mucous linings.
M a n y startling recoveries have been recorded.

TOOK I T

F O R C H R O N IC B R O N 
C H IT IS .
"T w as trou bled fo r fo u r or five
years.
A fe w doses o f P eru n a
would a lw a y s b rin g re lie f. In the
Spring o f 1914, I began ta k in g P e 
runa in earnest and used tw e lv e
bottles and have not had an attack
in tw o years. I fe e l b etter and can
do m ore w o rk than in ten years.
Peruna also cured me o f chronic
B ronchitis and I recom m end it as a
splendid rem edy.”
__ _
MR. O. F. McBREDE.
Santa Fe, Ohio.

W R IT E

FOR T H IS BOOK.

HAD CATARRH IN WORST FORM
“I had catarrh and was all run
down. Many claimed it w as con
sumption and I really thought so
myself. I had a pain in my lungs
and left side, no appetite, could not
sleep, always weak and tired. My
weight was 89 pounds.
I took flfteeh bottles of Peruna
and am entirely cured. I now weigh
135 pounds. Thanks toPeruna."
MRS. A. J. NETKOW8.
8954 Tyler St.,
Minneapolis, Mina. N. E.
I f yon want health, insist upon
having Dr. Hartman's W orld F a
mous Pertma Tonic.

I f sick and In doubt, write The
Peruna Company, Dept. 6 81, Co . IN LIQ U ID OR T A B L E T FORM.
e i
lumbus. Ohio, for Dr. Hartmaa’a 1

Health Book.

It is free.

Sold Everywhere.

Sent ta

a plain wrapper to any address.
DO IT T O D A Y

Ask your Dealer for a Poruna
Almanac

Bob Cats

“That bob cats, loupcervier and
Canada
lynx are among the worst nat
i ••
ural enemies of both partridge and
FTatae and Preaching at 7.30.
RfOt. J. H. Llndsday, organist and , deer is admitted, and it has been sug
ehehr master.
gested that the bounty should be inEm yer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday j creased on these vicious animals to
an amount sufficient to make it an ob
evening.
ject to hunt them.
“With a continuous close time on
Church of the Good Shepherd
moose, the bear is the only large
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rec+or.
game beside the deer in the Maine
Sundays
woods, and shooting bears is now re
R ely Communion at 8 A. M. also
garded by many as better sport than
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sunstalking the moose.
day In the month.
“Whether it would be better to re
Ifom in g Prayer and sermon 10.30.
move the bounty from bears and add
Evening Prayer and sermon 7 36.
the whole, or a part of it, to the bob
gmday School after morning ser- cat bounty, will be a matter for the
i legislature to determine, but more in
ducement should certainly be held out
Holy Communion at 8.00 A M.
i for the extermination of the destruct■“
ive bob cat.

iiSr

RECOMMENDATIONS
I
OF COM’R PARSONS
In Annual Report Advocates Number
of Amendments to Inland Fish
and Game Laws

O ur M aine Guides

“It has been the good fortune of the
commissioner to meet many guides in
the Maine woods as well as in the
walks of civilization, and he believes
that as a class there are no better
men or more loyal citizens than those
who follow the honorable and fasci
nating calling of the Maine guide.
“Familiar with our wilderness, tra
versing with ease our trackless for
ests, shooting the rapids, gliding at
will upon our beautiful lakes, or
camping upon the mountainside, far
from civilization, thoroughly versed

Hon. Willis E. Parsons of Foxcroft,
commissioner of inland fisheries and
game, in his annual report which was
ftled with the governor and council
ban been recommended the following
amendments to the inland fish and
game laws:
The enactment of a resident huntev’s registration law.
Remove bounty from bears.
Increase bounty on bobcats.
j
Remove protection from foxes, rat- j
coons and skunks.
j
Require trappers who wish to trap
beaver in territory opened by the
commissioner to p«y a $25 license fee.
Ten months ago, W. H. Kelley, a
lumber salesman of Omaha, had a pair
Extend close time on moose.
Require non-resident hunters to re of shoes re-soled with Neolin Soles.
Mr. Kelley does much walking and has
port.
worn these shoes constantly. He says
Require aliens to procure a license
“ they are still good for another ten
months of wear.”
to fish, in addition to the hunting
Good shoe stores carry Neolin-soled
license now required by law.
shoes in many styles for men, women
Amend the law relating to the trans
and children. They cost you no more
portation of fish under special tag
than shoes that give less wear. Neolin
without owner accompanying the ship Soles are also available everywhere for
re-soling. Remember— these soles are
ment, so that in case of fish taken in
created by science to be what soles
tin Rangeley chain of takes only one
should be. They are comfortable and
ghfpment can be made once in 30 days,
waterproof—as well as long-wearing.
the former law.
j They are made by The Goodyear Tire
Give deer buyers the legal right | & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, who
also make Wingfoot Heels— guaran
to sell to licensed taxidermists heads j
teed to outwear any other heels.
o f doer purchased under their license, |

EYi

the same as marketmen are

to do.

allowed '

Li

n & o lj n S o le s

You will like it. Your family will like it.
The ingredients used are the best that skill and
resource can assemble.
Every step in the process of manufacture is
watched with great care. Not a single hand touches
it until you open the package.
It is healthful, nutritious and delicious.
C ontains the elem en ts tor g ro w th th at all children need.
I t is sw eet, p u re and clean.

USE POTASH FERTILIZERS
With lata farm labor Aroostook Farmors must grow more
polatoos. Mow potatoes can bo grown to the aero by using
Cuss Potash Fertilisers. Wo guaraatoothosoAnimal Fartillzars
to contain 4% W A T E R S O L U B L E POTASH. Wo have the
host potato forfessor on tha market—BLOOD, BONE, MEAT,
Chomlcals an4 POTASH. The potato market is sure. Prices
are high. Essen Potash Fertilisers will pay bettor than over.
fcierud by Now England Experiment Stations. Buy our
Write today for information and prices.
ORDER EARLY
Salesman—J. C. Moir, HouHon. Mo.

Saves 20 cents o r m o re a p ou n d — is easy to g e t — the m ost w id e ly
distributed brand o f oleom argarine.
Y o u w ill find it splendid for cookin g and baking.
A trial carton w ill co n vin ce you.
Other Quality Brands

. _

^

Swift & Company

U.
S.
A.
Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
H. E. Mishou, Manager

ESSEX FERTILIZER CO.. Boston, Man.
Rumnh CiElfliyals^ m
DnndMln^
mremoHH w*Vv

_

Best White Oleomargarine

Made from Nuts and Milk
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CLASSIFIED

CARD OF T H A N K S

Nntloa of First Meeting of Cretliters !
N O TIC E
In the Dlatrlot Court of the United States
,
This
is
to
give notice to all
for the Northern Division of the Dis
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
i persons who are indepted to me,
In the matter of
t
Fred Oreenleaf
| In Bankruptcy that I must have a satisfactory
Bankrupt. |
settlement before March. 1st.
To
the creditors o fsaid F r e d
All accounts left unsettled on
Oreenleaf of Caribou in the county of
Aroostook and District aforsald, bank that date will be left for collecrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the jtion.
2Iat day of Jany. A. D. 1919 the said
Jany. 16, 1919.
FVed Oreeleaf was duly adjudicated
C. W. S TA R K E Y .
bankrupt and that the first meeting
of creditors will be held at the office of
Kdwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on the 8th
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
day of February, A. D. 1919 at 10.00
Whereas Herbert Brewer, of K
o'alogk in the forenoon, at which time
Plantation, in the County of Aroostook
the said creditors may attend, prove and State of Maine, by his mortgage
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
deed, dated the ninth day of Septem
the bankrupt, and transact such other
her, 1910, and recorded in the Aroos
business as may properly come before
took Registry of Deeds, Vol. 251, Page
said meeting.
152, conveyed to us, the undersigned
Dated at Houlton, Jany. 21.st, 1919.
a certain piece or parcel of land, with
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy. the buildings thereon, situate' in E
Plantation, in said County of Aroos
took and State of Maine, to wit, sub
division of Lot numbere'd Three (M) of
Notles of First Meeting of Creditors what was formerly known as the
Is the District C ourt o f the United States School Lot, containing forty-five' and
tor the Northern Division of the Dis eleven hundredths (45 11-100) acres,
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
’(lore or less, according to the survey
In the matter of
|
and plan of the said School Lot made'
Willie A. Peterson
| In Bankruptcy and returned to the State Land Office'
Bankrupt!
at Augusta in 1904, by P. L. Hardison,
T o the creditors of said W illie A. surveyor,
reference to said survey
Peterson o f Caribou in the county being had; and whereas thee condition
ef
Aroostook.
and D istrict
a fore of said mortgage has lu'en broken, now
said, bankrupt.
therefore, by reason of the breach of
Notice Is hereby given that on the the condition thereof we claim a fore
2tst day of January. A. I>. 1919 the said closure of said mortgage and give this
Willie A. Peterson was duly adjudi notice for that purpose.
cated
bankrupt; and that the first CHARLES S. HUSSEY
meeting of creditors will be held at the
HARRISON O. HUSSEY.
ofllco of Edwin L. Vail, In Houlton, on By their Attorney, Stetson H. Hussey.
the 8th day of February, A. I >. 1919 at
Januarv 12th, 1919.
10.00 o’clock in the forenoon at which
24
time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
Wolves of Kultur.
examine the bankrupt and transact such
other business as may properly come be
fore said meeting.
Dated at Houlton. Jany. 21st, 1919.
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

An Old Family

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL

Doctor’s Favorite

An internal and external family
medicine for chills, grippe, croup, cold
in the chest., bronchitis, (-ramps, colic
and for all ailments of muscles and
tissues.

Prescription
The Great Household Remedy

ASSETS

C u b !n Merchants Trust
A Banking Co.
Aaeeaaments due and unpaid
Office furniture and supplies
GROSS ASSETS
Premium notes subject
to assessment
Deduct all payments and
assessments
Balance due on Premium
notes
____
L IA B ILITIES

GROSS ASSETS

116.18
276.00
$397.78
$105,089.00

Balance due on premium
notes

150,955.6'*

$1,113.00
2,971.52

Unpaid losses
Hired Money
$4,084.52
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Risks in force December
$731,529.00
* SI, 1918
316.496.00
Risks written during year
Risks terminated during
183.930.00
year
132.566.00
Net Gain during year
5.289.50
Fire losses during year
722.00
Officers salaries
Number policies written
during y^J,rRECT0R8 fo r * 1919
PS. E PA R K H U R ST . Pres., Presque Isle
J. P R A N K GUIOU, V. Pres.

Presque Isle
KRNE8T T. McGLAUFLIN, Secy. &
Treas.. Presque Isle
CHA8. E. HUSSEY, Presque Isle
D. W. GILMAN, Easton
L E. TUTTLE, Caribou
O. K. STORY, Washburn
34

$23,554.25
GROSS L IA B IL IT IE S
Risks in force December
$7,010,957.00
31, 1918
Risks written during
2,104,255.00
the year
Risks terminated during
tlxe year
1,726,501.00
Net gain during the year
377,754.00
Fire losses during the year
38,583.72
Officers salaries
1,450.00
Number of policies written
during the year
1,070
A verage annual assessment
since company started
(21 years) per $1000
$3.31
A verage annual assessment
last five years
5.10

DIRECTORS FOR 1919

D. \V. G IL M A N , Pres., Easton
E R N E S T T. M c G L A U F L IN , Secy.,
Presque
IR A J. PO R TE R . Treas., Houlton
W IL L A R D W E S TO N . Houlton
O. B. G R IF F IN , Caribou
L. E. T U T T L E , Caribou
A. A. S T E W A R T , Houlton

*

499.96

$95,4 31.8d

41,168.1 $54,263.68
$2,400.6"

and

unpaid

2,931.13

T O T A L LIAB ILITIE S
$5,331.13
Risks in force December
31. 1918
1,865,047.00
734.095.00
Risks written during the ycai
Risks terminated during
441.784.00
the year
292.311.00
Net gain during the year
11,090.26
Fire losses during the year
575.00
Officers Salaries
N u m b er policies written
during ttie year
504
A verage annual assessment
since company started
$6.53
(7 1-2 years) per $1000
' D I R E C T O R S F O R 1919
J. F R A N K G U IO U , Pres., Presque Isle
ERNEST

Isle

2M 55

LIAB ILITIES

Hired money
Losses adjusted

T.

M cG L A U F L IN ,

S ec y .

Presque Isle
GEO. R. E ST E S , Treas., Presque Isle
D. W . G I L M A N , Easton
W I L L A R D W E S T O N , Houlton

IR A J. PO R TE R , Houlton
34 L. E. T U T T L E , Caribou

m

$3 1.95

$749.96

Balance due on premium
notes

$7,475.00
16,079.25

m

#

250.mi

AS S ET S

Premium notes subject
to assessment
Deduct all payments and
assessments

$205,800.10

L IA B IL IT IE S

61,812.37 Unpaid losses
Hired Money
$43,276.63

GROSS

$356,755.70

Deduct all payments and
assessments

The
Safest
The
Best
m
m
The Most Attractive
m.

m
m

A n n u a l S t a t e m e n t of t h e
NORTHERN
M AINE
PATRONS
MU
T U A L F I R E I N S U R A N C E COM
PANY
F o r tMe y e a r e n d i n g D e c e m b e r 31, 1918
ASSETS

Cash in Merchants Trust
and Banking Company
( ’ash in ITesque Isle
National Bank
Office furniuire and sup pli es
$1,128.32 I ’npaid assessment

notes subject
$5.60 Premium
to assessment

S tarkey's M eat S licer

ju s t

finishing touch on
bacon etc.
You Need H eat.

puts

smoked

If you can use soft

coal, inquire of
Phone 443.

H. L.

Chadwick.

E n lis t in th is w a r against waste w ith

a Round Oak Range or Heater from
Hamilton & Grant.
Houlton Flou~ and Feed

old Merritt mills.
W. E. Carr, Prop.

M ills

Telephone

W ith Any kind of fuel you are Safe
with a Round O ak Range o r H e a te r

from Hamilton & Grant Co.
'Phone the Houlton

B attery

W an ted Single Men

To

Know

Ground Bone is w h at the

hens

like

this season of the year. Call Star
key’s market, 72 and order some.
Pleasant,

Furnished

Room

to

Let,

gentlemen preferred, references re
quired. Inquire of Mrs. R. Murray.
(iS Bangor St.
2tf
Maple Spring W a te r is Being Used by

many people at this season of the
year. Leave vour orders at the
TIMES Office.

m
*
m
m
*

*

investments of the tiny are

C a n a d a ’s

E x e m p t

5 ^

VICTORY BONDS
l O O ^ a n d In te re st

1933 m a t u r i t y

102

Invest all you can in

a n d in t e re s t

this security

A discount of
will be allowed if paid for by
Certified Check on a U. S. Bank
Write me for information

J. N. W. WINSLOW
W OODSTOCK,

B
b

B
b

A N D Y O U C A N N O T (TO W R O N G

POSTM A S T E R

’Phone

*

1923 m a t u r i t y

*

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

T a x

m
m
*
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

N.

IJ

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
B

Num ber

253-W Is

T he

For Rent or For Sale in a tiood local
ity, for immediate possession, 7
room house on Green street with a il
modern improvements including elec
tric lights, bath, and good cellar
with new coal furnace.
Apply to
Andrew J. Saunders.
Houlton, Hodgdon,

Linneus,

FARM

FOR S A L E

One of th e

Farm

For

Sale— 60

Acres,

this high class, tailored clothing is today.
To believe the wonderful values we will give
ycu in the next 15 day is to see them;
dcr’t stop for an argument, but come.
-------------------------------------------W i l l b e r e a d y --------------------------------------------

R

Union Square

E

E

N

“My Clothier”

’ S

Copyright 191S llart Schaffncr &. Marx

ULSTERS
th o u gh

you

l i k e to h a v e o n e , d o n ’t g o

w o u ld
w ith o u t

it, w e h a v e a g o o d a s s o r t m e n t a n d
w e w o u l d s o o n e r h a v e th e m on <

Houlton, Maine

t h a n th e c o a ts .
t h e p o in t ?

Smooth,

level fields, free from rocks, the
best of soil, 3 miles from R. R. Sta
tion on main road. Good pasture,
good wmod lot, barn 42x84 feet with
basement, house two-story with hot
and cold water and bath, water sys
tem cost $1,000. This is one of the
best farms in Oxford Co. and can he
b o u gh t for $6,000— $3,000 cash down,
bal. on morgage. For sale by L. A.
Brooks, Real Estate Agent, South
Paris, Me.
47tf

Sale
Practically 50 per cent less than the price of

as

best

potato farms in Penobscot County.
Has not failed to produce a good po
tato cron during the past fifteen
years. Owner wishes to retire.
Farm contains about 300 acres, with
good set of buildings. Sold on easy
terms. Box 738, Bangor, Me.
41

Odd Suit and Odd Overcoat—After Stocktaking

If y o u f e e l

Ludlow ,

Limerick, Littleton, Smyrna, Amity,
Oakfield, Montieello, Bridgewater
and Island Falls people nearly ail
trade at Osgood's. There is a rea
son.

34

Saturday, January 25th

Best

known and most used number in
Houlton’s Directory.
Osgood sure
is the Accomodating Jeweler.

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ H B H M IU U B IIU H U IH U B H K H

Size 44 and 46, Extra Quality.
You can buy them cheap as we
don’t want to salt them.

That

Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Rings
are the best, to buy and to wear.

15 D a y s O n ly

T w o Fine Coon Coats

Service

and they will rail and get your bat
tery for storage Phone 524.

F o r th e N e x t

G

476

Apply tn
tf

family without children.
Robert Loupin, Brook St.

Suits and Overcoats

Copyright 1918 Hart Schaffner & Man

(T h e

For R ent: Cosy A p artm en t fo r 8m all

R eduction on Hart Schaffncr & Marx
ll

the

beef,

All persons are hereby warned
against trusting my wife, Rebecca
Coulsey, as I shall pay no lulls of her
contracting after this date.
N ew Modern House F or Sale on
For Keeping the Cold Out, or fo r us
C a n -, Me., Jan. ISth, 1919.
Weeks Ave., six rooms with bath.
ing
around
out
buildings
or
where
ELDON V. UOULSEY.
For particulars inquire of C. B.
sheathing
paper
is
needed,
a
limit
24p
Esters, Main Street
ed amount of heavy sheathing paper
in bundles may be had at the TIMES
Subscriptions fo r any M agazine or
Office.
Wolves of Kultur.
Newspaper may be left at the
TIMES Office, where the lowest
price can be obtained.

All Drug and General Stores

A n n u a l S t a te m e n t of the
AROOSTOOK C O U N T Y PATR O N S M U 
T U A L F IR E IN S U R A N C E COMPANY
F o r th e y e a r ending D ecem ber 31, 1918
ASSETS
Annual Statement of the
Cash in Houlton Trust
$290.45
A R O O STO O K MUTUAL FIRE INSUR
Company
212. 88
Assessments due and unpaid
ANCE COMPANY
925.(10
F o r the y e a r ending December 31, 1918 Office furniture & supplies

ggtf

sonu' Christmas Gifts at Richards, If You Bum Coal in Y our Cook Stove,
soft coal will be very satisfactory
and left them in one of Moulton's
and the least expensive fuel.
In
stores? A childs Plush Cap and
quire of Chadwick.
other things. Call at TIMES Office
prove property and pay for this ad.

N O T IC E

Pure, powerful, effective, harmless
oils with healing gums are used in

All Taxes remain
ing unpaid Feb. 10,
must be published
in the Town Report

A. G. C ottle,

Soft Wood F or Sale.
Phone 212-2.

Who Was the Person who Purchased

No Alcohol Used or Needed

Wolves of Kultur.

CLASSIFIED ADS

ADS

W e wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their sympathy and Boarders and Roomers W anted at A Capable Housekeeper W anted on a
Mrs. Beckwith’s, 27 North St. 14p
farm. A. E. Mooers. Tel. 419-2 or
many acts of kindness, also the beau
153W.
tiful floral offerings, through our re
Auto For Sale— W in to n Six, $450. Apcent bereavement.
plv to J. B. Johnson, 26 Spring St. W an ted — A Good Farm Home W here
Mrs. Ellen Astle
24p
boy 11 may earn his beard and
Mrs. Elizabeth Dow
clothes. Address Box 442, Caribou,
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. McCormick
Pigs for Sale, 5 weeks old, inquire of
Me.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Potter
B. A. Brewer, Cary’s Mills, Phone
.Misses Geneva and Electa Astle
409-2
24p A M iddle aged W om an is A vailable
W. Nelson Astle.
14p
for nursing in cases that do not re
Dry Soft Wood For Sale.
$6.00 per
quire the services of a trained nurse.
cord.
Inquire of Frank Wilette.
Inquire at TIMES Office.
T A K E N O T IC E
Phone 407-12.
2tl'
All taxes unpaid for the veur 191*'.
and 1917, MUST BE PAID A T ONCE Dry Hard Wood and Soft Wood for For the Fre Place N othing is B etter
than lumps of Nova Scotia coal. It
to the undersigned.
sale at reasonable prices. Cal! on
is cheerful and has the heat.
In
W A L T E R E. SWETT.
.John Patten, 'phone 121-11.
quire of Chadwick.
Tax Collector for the year 191B 1917
24
Office for Rent in the Sheehan Block. _
ground flo.n, one door west of Snell T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all machines
House. Inquire of H. E T h o m as .
" 'e11
Carbon Paper made bv
Webster There's none better, ( ’all
N O T IC E
411
or send to TIMES Office.
All persons having claims or bills
against the TOW N OF HOULTON. W. A. Hawkes will open the Main
Chief of Police Hogan Turned to Rub
arc requested to present the same for
St. Lunch Cart, on Thursday, .Ian.
b er
when Smith's Auto-Co-Ice-mosettlement before February 1, 1919.
23,I'd, and will serve all home cook
bile passed.
Others stop and won
F R A N K A. PEABODY.
1
4
ing.
d er how Osgood the Jeweler does
HOWARD WEBB,
so many things and does them well.
ROBERT .M. LAWLIS,
Canadian People Just Love to Trade
22
Selectmen of Houlton.
with Osgood, the Jeweler.
Their To Let: Comfortably furnished rooms
money is just as good as anybody's
with hot water heat, electric lights,
ar Osgood's.
bath etc. 1 minute walk from Post
Office. Hughes house, so-called. Cor
is uncertian, better take a Reward For Return of Black Fur
nel- Highland Ave. and Pleasant St.
LIFE Policy with the good old r e l i
Robe lost on Sunday evening be
able Equitable Life Assurance Society
W a rm Convenient house
tween Madigan Hospital and Court For Rent:
T H E O . J. F O X , Agent
of eight rooms and hath, furnace
street, to TIMES Office.
14p
heat, electric lights, and stable.
Good garden lot. Apply 52 Green
A Middle Aged Woman is Available
St.
Phone 206-4.
49tf
for nursing in cases that do not r e 
quire the services of a trained
N O T IC E
Don’t Forget The Sale at the Boston
nurse. Inquire at TIMES office
1 hereby give my son, Augustus, the
Shoe Store, will commence Saturday
remainder of his minority and will
January ISth. In order to reduce
For Sale— The W illia m Mcllroy Resi
not pay any of his Bills or collect any
our stock for the new Spring Goods
dence on Kelleran Street, fifteen
of his wages, after this date.
you will find Extra low prices. Allen
room house with all modern con
Jan. 4. 1919.
T. Smith, Piop.
veniences.
Inquire
of
Guy
(
’.
Porter
R. P. McNALLY.
Houlton, Maine.
34
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Sergt. Coy Hagerman who has been |of the boys from home. The night of for the war and for the crimes com with graves, including the graves of
overseas with the 303rd F. A. arrived July 3rd and the morning of the 4th mitted during it are personally pun more than 50,000 young Americans.
home Monday, having been honorably j was my first trip to the front, and we ished, and the Huns so punished by And most important of all, in sym
! went in under a heavy barrage, as decades of virtual slavery in paying
discharged from further military duty ; Jerry had learned somehow that it for its cost, I, for one, will feel that pathizing and thereby helping, you
in America are losing all that we
and was heartily greeted by his I was relief night. I will tell you about the
millions of men of England, fought to win.
my experiences of this night later.
France and America who have laid
friends here.
I did not intend to write such a
On Aug. 9th we were relieved by down their lives will have done so in long letter, hut I am taking the op
Evangelistic
services are
being
N. C. Estabrooke was in Oakfield,\ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nickerson rethe 89th Division, and went back to vain. I wish every one in America portunity to write to you, some of
Thursday where he went on business. |turned last week from a trip to Bos- held every evening this week in the 1St. Germain, a small town below Toul could see the battlefield of Verdun the things that we over here are
Methodist
Church except Monday ! where we stayed six days, and then and the cities and villages along that thinking and hoping that you may
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. McGary arrived ton.
and
Saturday.
The Rev. R. N. Jos- we relieved the 5th Marines at Pont section of the front as I have done. down this new form of German poi
h on e Friday from a short trip to Bos
The address by J. M. De Beaufort
ceiyn of Caribou will preach on Tues i a Mousson, Nancy front, or Moselle. In Verdun itself there is not a house son that is springing up in America.
ton.
|On Sept. 12th we took part in the St. untouched by shells.
at the Auditorium commences at 8
Hundreds of
day evening at 7.00 o’clock. The oth Mihiel drive, and lost quite a few square miles of beautiful country has I am writing nothing that has not
Dr. H. L. Dobson of Presque Isle
appeared many times in the papers,
P. M.
er evenings the services will begin boys. Sept. 18th we were relieved by been so churned up by shells, that it articles written by men that have
was a business caller in town Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Gilpatrick ot ! at 7.30 o’clock. The public is cord- French troops, 162nd Division. Sept. , seems impossible that it could ever greater opportunities for observation
day
25th moved to Verdun sector. From he of value again. Graves are every than we have. But oftentimes per
Davidson,
were in town Monday cal I ially invited.
J. A. Millar was confined to his
the 26th to Oct. 9th we supported tile where by the thousands and grue sonal notes from friends one knows
i
------- s a v e ------borne several days last week by ill ling on friends.
28th Division, and our battalion was some as it seems, in walking over the have far greater influence than many
in twice during this support.
The battle fields I saw many human frag printed pages.
ness.
Feb. 11 has been set by Houlton
7th of Oct. we relieved the 28th. In ments, men that never found a grave.
With sincerest wishes to you for a
P. H. Reed of Ft. Fairfield, was in lodge of Elks for their annual dance
the Argonne took Hill ISO. were pul And worst of all to me were the long happy and prosperous New Year, l
On Friday, Saturday and Sunday led out and shoved over on the oth lines of peasants along the roads, am,
town several days last week on busi at the Club House.
! there will he a State-wide conference er side of the Meuse, relieved part of going hack to their homes, or what
ness.
Very sincerely yours,
Mrs. Jas. Pierce returned Satur- in Augusta, in the interests of Recon the 1st Division, and staved in the
had been their homes, only to find
W ALTER E. HESS.
Mrs. Horace Kelso and young son
struction.
New York where she has
drive for 24 days straight, and believe them for the most part, heaps of
Captain Hess, in another paragraph
are both suffering from an attack of day tlon*
i Delegates from every county and me my life wasn’t worth two cents all ruins, destroyed by the Hun for no
been visiting friends.
in the same letter, makes plain the
1town will he present and the time will ’ hat while. On Oct. 30th we were re reason whatever except the love of duty of America to adopt universal
influenza.
'
he
taken
up
with
addresses
and
dis
\V.
M.
Wetmore
left
Tuesday
for
Mrs. Margaret Huggard is visiting
hoved by the 80th Division, and came destruction.
If the statesmen let military training, when he says.
cussions by prominent men from New hack behind the lines, landing event such things go unpunished, then the
It is a difficult matter to train sol
in Sherman Mills at the home of A Springfield. Mass., where he will vis
; England and New York, prominent ually in Ghamplitte, a town of about sacrifices of the army have been in diers quickly, hut it is far more diffi
it relatives for a short time.
N. Ingraham.
j among whom are Fred P>. Smith, 13,000, between Dijon and L a n g r e s . vain.
cult to train officers and it is certain
Geo.
W . Maxfield Pres., of the
“ Romantic Mary" will be given at 'asst., to president of H. Johns-Man- We hiked some 150 kilo's to gut
Another matter which is causing ly to he hoped that we will never be
;
ville
Co.
of
New
York.
Eastern Maine R. R. was in town sev Watson Hall Friday evening by the
there. From tile 19th to the 21th of us great worry and anger over he"'' is in such a condition again that we will
November I attended Signal School the idea that America shall now teed have to commission tens of thou
--------S A V E
eral days last week.
Maccabees of Millinocket in a strong
in Dangres, and had a good time them,
because they are starving. sands of officers with such slight
Snpt. J. B. McMann of the B. & A.
cast.
there, and now here I am down at Don't believe it!
We were in Metz training as has been done in this war.
R. R. has sold his house on Kelleran
( ’halles-les-Eaux, in the Alps, on fur a few days after the armistice and I
From Arthur E. Hagermau
Mrs.
Murdoch
B.
McKay
returned
lough.
S t to C. H. McCluskey.
never had a more bountiful meal any
327th Inf. -82nd. Div.
Wolves of Kultur.
You asked me a few questions that where than at the hotel there. We
Miss Alice Madigan returned home last week from Boston, having re
('halles-les-Eaux,
Dec.
in.
1918.
I
’d
better
answer,
and
then
I'll
have
gained
her
usual
health
after
an
at
had
our
choice
of
beefsteak
or
chick
Saturday from a visit with relatives
to close. You ask me how I’m getting en, any vegetables we wished, and 1
■Dear W aldo:tack of the Flu.
in Boston and New York.
along, and if I have ever been “ over even sugar. And men who have been
Have several of your letters here, the top” many times. I am in the
Dwight Davis and Miss Anna Davis
The 1. B. E. W. held a meeting at
up to the Rhine in the last few days
left Thursday for Waterville where their quarters on Bangor St., Monday which I think it is about time I was best of health, have never been the told me yesterday in Chaumont that
least hit sick since I left home.
I
they will make a short visit.
night which was attended by a large answering, which date from Sept. have been “ over the top” three times, the further into Germany they got.
The complete Electric Light and
the more plentiful it seemed, fine
3rd
to
Oct.
7th,
inclusive'.
Power Plant
Messrs. C. H. Berry, C. W. Starkey nuinber
unber of members,
members.
and am still alive. Yes, 1 am still in droves of sleek cattle, chickens eve
You will probably he surprised to the Infantry, hut most of my work is
and J. C. Moir returned home Friday
Mrs. Julia Reynolds who was oper learn that 1 am now in Southeastern with the Signal Corps, for they go rywhere, and eggs in abundance'. Peo Clean, safe electric light and power at
from business trips to Boston.
ple appeared well fed and thoroughly
the touch of a convenient button
ated on at the Madigan Hospital last France', right in the foot-hills of the right up front in our Division, and comfortable. Sugar is perhaps a lit
Friends of Mrs. Louisa Buzzell will
100,000 satisfied users
week is making a very satisfaeory Alps. There is semie beautiful se-en- they lost more than any other Signal tle scarce hut more plentiful than in
regret to learn of her illness at the
Corps in France in the Argonne. I
And yet they
gain towards recovery.
ery around here, and the air is very think Claude Barton was accidently France or England.
home of her son, O. B. Buzzell, Pleas
beg Americans to deny themselves to
There will he a meeting at Houlton healthy. We have been here six days, shot in the foot. Norman Libby was feed the Hun!
ant St.
And they seek sym
Christian
Science Services
held Grange Hall at 10 A. M. Thursday. and are supposed to go back te> the gassed a little, hut is all right now. pathy for "Poor Germany.” Just re
Boh Hutchinson is in Aix-le-Bain, and member that you are sympathizing
each Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall Jan. 30, to perfect the organization Regiment, wherever they are, for we is looking fine.
There are some of with and helping him ('scape punish
elon’t
know
now,
as
they
have
moved
Jan. 26th, Subject: “Truth.” All are know as The Aroostook Federation
the 26th Division hoys here, hut none ment who massacred nine French
from Champlitte, the place where we ol' the dough-hoys.
of Farmers.
F R A N K R. B L A K E ,
welcome.
soldiers in a prison camp the day the
Well, I suppose it will he Christ armistice was signed, who devastated
17 F ra n k lin S t., B angor.
left them, since we came down hero
Mrs L. S. Black who has been visit
The Bowlodrome bowlers defeated
mas by the time this reaches you, France and Belgium as I have des
Sw eden S t., C arib o u .
for a seven days furlough.
in g relatives in Massachusetts for
and I wish you and Clara and little cribed and who filled the country
the B. & A. “ Wreckers” for the sec
several weeks, returned to her home ond time on Monday evening on the
Challes-los-Eaux is a small sum Ruthin a bon Xmas.
mer resort, mostly hotels and moun
Je parle le Francais up pen mainhere Friday.
Bowlodrome alleys by a score of tains, and it is very quiet and beau tenant.
1 get along all right, any
Larry Carroll U. S. N. R. spent a
1289 to 1270.
1tiful here. I stay at “ L ‘ Hotel Du way. Well, an revoir for this time.
few days in town last week with his
A RTH UR.
Centre,” and have a good bed and
--------- S A V B --------parents, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Carfine eats. It is great after what we
have just gone through. Challes is From Walter E. Hess.
roll, Park St.
TO HONORABLE C. E. DUNN only
5.05 kilometres from Chambery,
Beauty of Design and Individuality in
Twin boys which arrived at the
Your letter in the TIMES of Jan. a town also in the “ Savoie Leave Captain, 316 F. A.,
appearance are characteristic features
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry O'. Dun- 8th, I appreciate, I also feel grateful Area,” of about 40,000 inhabitants, American Expeditionary Forces.
of all our
phy last Friday, are the cause of j for having been associated with you j and there is a steam tramway which
The following is taken from a let
much rejoicing.
! fnr two vears
! carries us hack and forth. Then Aixle-Bain, the town of sulphur baths ter written by Capt. Walter Hess,
Dr. G. P. Clifford left Saturday for ror two years.
i That length of companionship with , and hot springs, is also in the Leave who is now in France and will in
Portland to attend a meeting of the
i you could not fail to make one broad-1Area, and is worth visiting. The Y. terest his Houlton friends.
executive committee of the Maine ,er and better, but to live In the same ■M. C. A. has huts in all of these
I have had a very interesting ex
j.
.
places, and arranges trips into the
Dental Association.
(house, our wives cooking on the same |J,,ountalns and * o i n t s ‘0r il)tores«. perience over here and while we
Watches, Clocks, Silver and Plated
Mrs. R. L. Turney who has been
stove, using everything in common The y M c A here is in the Casino, were never fortunate enough to get
Ware, Cut Glass, Leather Goods, etc.
visiting in this section during the ; without any friction and only the a beautiful building, where Harry K.
into action due to inability to get
past four weeks returned Saturday, most pleasant relations, that would Thaw lost a fortune, and the
M. in guns or transportation, having re
The reputation of our store and the
Aix is in the Casino there, a marvel
te her home in Boston.
read nice in a book of Fiction or if ous structure, and very beautiful, ceived our guns on the day the arm
steady growth of our business are the
Gordon Hagerman, U. S. N. R. who
one was living alone, miles in the where Harry K. got back on his feet, istice was signed and having not even
result of a policy to supply to our pat
has been spending a short furlough
woods, but to realize that it is a fact and took his first shot at Stanford yet received anything to pull them
rons high grade goods at a moderate
at home, left Saturday, for Newport,
in this 19th Century is beyond be White. The picture with the bullet with, I myself got up front for three
price.
hole in it still hangs on the wall.
f t I. where he is stationed.
lief.
weeks in September with the French
Houlton friends were glad to greet
From Aix I took a trip up Mt. ReW hen I went to work for you I
Gifts purchased at Perry’s are lasting
vard, the highest mountain around Army and saw what it was like.
Chester Perry who has arrived home
. M
u___ __ momKor i thought I knew you, but now I realize here, going up and down by a train
and because of their richness and ele
The only complaint we have, in
ftpom overseas, having been a member ,that my opinion wag far ghort of the whi(;h takes you right up the side „ f common with most other Americans
gance of design cc
‘
a continual
of an Aero Squadron during the Pas t jreal man you have invariably been f,he mountain, and up there, 5072 feet, over here, is that it stopped too soon,
remembrance of t
the ground was covered with snow, not because of any vainglorious de
year.
kind, generous and sympathetic.
I which reminded me of home, for it sire to get into it hut because we feel
V. Doherty and her guest
will say without fear of contradiction was the first snow I ’ve seen for some that Germany was not yet beaten in
Mrs.
Geo. Donworth,
of
Seattle,
from those who know you that the time, and it is nearly the middle of a way that will so impress it upon
Wash., returned Saturday from a two
All you could see, them and upon other nations that
milk of human kindness permeates December now.
y .
l
weeks visit with relatives in MasOf
whichever way you looked, was the such actions will be punished.
your nature more than any man I snow clad peaks of the Alps.
Mt. course a great deal depends on the
sachusetts.
JEW ELER and OPTOM ETKio.
ever knew. You Christian sympathy j Blanc rose imposingly, higher than peace conference, but our great fear
laaao Yetton of this town who is
Who has served you for 25 years
has been demonstrated on a great j any other peak, and it looked very is that it will not hack up the armies
now employed in Boston was one of many occasions but never more so i near- but the guide told us that it in securing what they have won and
Market Square, HOULTON, MAINE
t i e injured in the Molasses tank ex*.
..
.
. . a
|was 70 kilometres away.
From up that it will all he to do over again
than during the epidemic ot Influen-1 there you could 8ee Fra' c(, Italy and within the next generation.
Unless
ploeion and suffered slight injuries
za in
Houlton
and
surrounding Switzerland.
the Kaiser and every one responsible
from which he is now recovering.
towns.
T be censors allow us now to tell
John C. Hall, a former resident of
You are never in your real ele- where we’ve been- what we did> and
this town and a vetern of the Civil
Wolves of Kultur.
.
, .
! where we are now, so I’ll give you a
ment
only when you are doing some-: brlef outlllle of what rve Ueen doing
W a r , died Dec. 22, at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Annie Sweeney, Deer- thing for the sick, the homeless or j and where I've been since I came
across.
unfortunate.
la g June., Me., his age was 81 yrs.
On April 25th I sailed from New j
Old man as you are, your patriot
A meeting of F. B. Sunday School
York harbor on the White Star Liner
Officers and Teachers is called for ism has shown as much pep and life “ Baltic,” the same ship that had car
Thursday evening at the home of the In marching with the boys who were ried Gen. Pershing a few months be
8 u p t H. B. Thomas, for the purpose going Over There, in kind words and fore. On May 7th arrived in Livero f discussing further plans for bulld- doing the right thing in the right pool, England, went to a rest camp ;
in Winchester; from there to South- !
place and time, as it did in 1861, hampton, and across the Channel to \
tsg up the school membership.
■M
Miss Myrtle Dunn of Presque Isle when you shouldered your gun at the Le Havre on May 10th.
We then j
went
up
behind
the
British
on
the
j
who is in the employ of the Mas- call of Abraham Lincoln.
Somme front, and trained for a few j
aachnsetts Red Cross driving an am
All men are your special protection,
weeks, preparatory to going into the
bulance, was at the scene of the ex you try, you act, live and personify Somme. It was here that I was trans
plosion of a molasses tank in Boston, the doctrine of the fatherhood of God ferred to Headquarters Co.
About j
were !
aad did some very helpful work.
and the brotherhood of man, and in the middle of June orders
MONDAY
changed, and we left the British and j
The late casualty list gives the the words of the immortal poet.
“ F A T T Y ” A R B U C K LE
went to Toul, where, on the 25th of
name of Eddie Michaud of this town
Races and creeds are to you a pro- j June, we relieved the 26th Division,
C H A R LIE CH AP LIN
w h o died from wounds. Mr. Michaud
faulty
j hut the 103rd had been relieved beWM. S. H A R T
Large as mankind is your splendid f ° re I went in, and I didn’t see any
Is w all known here having been em
ployed at the Houlton Grange for
humanity.
---------. —l— u:..... ....
V O D - A - V I L . MOVIES

OF L OCAL I N T E R E S T

COMMUNITY EFFICIENCY
CONFERENCE

LETTERS FROM OVER THERE

DELCO-UGHT

'Jewelry

J

WEEK OF JAN.

smbs time before Joining the army.

/

Houlton friends will be sorry to
read in the late casualty list the name
« f Lieut. Frank Holden of Oakfield,
died of wounds.
Mr. Holden was
well known here as a graduate of R.
C. I. where he made many friends
during his school work.
Fred A. Shean of Fort Kent, who
decided some time ago to locate in
Htulton, will arrive in town Satur
day, and continue the work of sys
tematic accounting, that he started
some time ago, already having open
ed new sets of books for different
esneerns.
Lieut. Ray Dow who has been in
France with a Canadian Engineering
Halt, arrived home Friday, after a
roftgh passage of 14 days.
He expacts to bo mustered out the last of
Jjyi. and will again resume his work
lu the office of Chief Engineer Bur
pee o f the B. £ A. R. R.
The first of a series of articles by
a a accountant of experience, to assist
people who must pay an income tax,
appears on page one o f this issue.
These articles are written so that
they can be readily understood by the
person of ordinary intelligence, being
made very simple aad illustrated by
examples that can be applied to in
dividuals or corporations.
Messrs. W . P. Akeley, baggage man
aad Milliard Thorne, American E x
press messenger, of the Fort Kent
train, were taken ill at St. Francis,
last week with influenza, on being
brought to their homes here Mr.
Akeley’s illness developed into pneu
monia and he Is quite ill at his home
on North 8t. Mr. Thom e is some
w hat improved.
W o Iv m

o f Kultur.

ED

Advertisement

Wolves

of

Kultur.

20, 1919

TUESDAY
A M E R I C A ’S

SW EETHEART

MARY PICKFORD in
“Amarilly of Clothes Line Alley”
ENID

WEDNESDAY
B E N N E T T in “A Desert Wooing”
— jjRsD AY

WEEKLY

B ILLIE BU R KE in “ L e t’s Get a Divorce”

Saturday, Jan. 25th
$ .85

S. Army
Socks
1.25 Heavy Wool
Socks
1.65 Heavy Wool
Socks
1.65 Overshoes
IT.

SATURDAY
MACK S E N N E T T F A S T CO M ED Y
“ Love Loops the Loop”
U. S. G O V E R N M E N T WAR R EVIEW
P A R A M O U N T BR AY C A R TO O N
AND BR AY PICTO G R AP H
COMING MONDAY, JANUARY 27
LEAH BAIRD

These one day sales, will be
held on EVERY SATURDAY of
each week, and last for just one
day each.

HOULTON SHOE
HOSPITAL

HOULTON,

FRIDAY
ELSIE FERGUSON in “A Doll’s House’

MAINE

in a fifteen episode serial
W O LV ES OF K U L TU R
Fifteen Weekly Chapters of Sensational and
Daring Secret Service Work by an
American Heroine

- AT THE -

DREAM
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M O B SIX

reconstruction
work promptly and i They called the army names all the j
T h a t Flu Stuff
over there a vast field of demand cx-1 way down. Then it was that Mrs.Roose-; if y0u have a tummy-ache,
Sy W illiam C. Cornwell
ists—enough
to keep the
United j velt and 50 other women Y. M. C. A. i
It*s the Flu!
States,
if
it
can
secure
a
good
share
|
workers
stepped
in
to
knock
the
chip
!
if
you're
weary
when you wake,
The world is short of all kinds of
of
the
business,
actively
employed
{off
that
broad
shoulder
of
the
A.
E.
F.
j
it
’s
the Flu!
goods, especially food and clothing.
fit was the Y. M. C. A's job to provide j j s your memory off the track?
There la a vast amount of construe- for a long time.
fun for the holiday; Fie army looked i s your liver out of whack?
Hail work necessary, and while this
T h e Governm ent's P art
after quarters and food.
Are there pimples on your back?
.applies to the devastated regions
In the emergency of passing from j
It’s the Flu!
principally. It is also true nearly eve- peace into the greatest war in his- 1
A nxiety on First Day
Are
there
spots
before your eyes?
yywhere else, because the world has
tory, we have seen every serviceable i Mrs. Roosevelt confessed that that
It’s the Flu!
)pri four years in its normal upkeep
facility and resource of the cou n try j first day was one of anxiety and dread.
Are you fatter than some guys?
and extension plans. These have fal
mobilized by the Government for war. , “ We knew that everything depended
It’s the Flu!
len fa r behind in the belligerent
It is proper and necessary now, in re- on the first impression,’’ she said, “ and
I)o
your
teeth
hurt when you bite?
covntrles o f Europe, because of the

THE YEAR AHEAD

KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH
BUSINESS CONDITIONS
The practical business man realizes
the value of keeping in touch with
business conditions.
it simplifies
many problems. W e endeavor to keep
in touch with our patrons and cordial
ly invite them to consult with our
officers regarding financial matters.

_ i storing this vast machine to its nor- that the whole thing would either fall
Do you ever have a fright?
u,e great concentrated or be a booming success according
the constantly rising Prices.
Government should be fre e-, to the first experiment. W e met them Do 3™ " ant t0 a' eep at, nlght?

’M O M iltlM o f n r , H d in

neutral,

hare been arresting more and

m oro;

OTed t0 avoM , 8 much aa possible at the station, mayor of the town, c itl-; ,

It s the Flu.

tka work of new construction and o f 1 *
.
,
,
, ,
, , .,
Are vou thirsty when you eat?
wor* 01 “ ®w conBtrutu° n
a n y damage in the transition.
zens, “V’ workers, and brought them in
It’s the Flu!
repair and upkeep generally.
T h is ; Secretary
Lane’s plan to direct state to the casino, the old gambling
Are you shaky on your feet?
the case in the United States e- thousanfls of returning soldiers to the house that had been turned over to the
It’s the Flu!
tore we entered the w ar and for twen
I reclamation of arid lands was very Y. M. 0. A. for the recreation centre,
ty months prior to the signing of the earnestly approved by the President They took one peep in— the doughboy If you feel a little ill,
Send right, off for Dr. Pill,
armistice, insistent Government de
in his last message. At this writing is always curious--and became one deHe will say, despite his skill:
mand for material and manufactures
this is the only after-war program gree less glum. A casino looked palaIt’s the Flu!
had practically brought construction
( which the Government has put out. tial to men that had just come from
He
won’t
wait
to diagnose,
aad upkeep to a standstill.
This reclamation work is already un- dugouts, I suppose. They went first
I t ’s the Flu!
In view of these facts, while as yet
ider way and needs further appropria- to their baths and then came back to
Hasn’t time to change his clothes.
a a accurate estimate has been made,
tions.
inspect. It looked mighty good, that
It’s the Flu!
there is no doubt that enough work
It would be perfectly feasible to big building, with pianos, libraries,
For two weeks he's had no rest.
la waiting to be undertaken in the
organize an industrial army under canteen, games - everything to make
Has no time to make a test.
warld to fully take the place of de-,
Secretary Lane, which would furnish them comfortable and happy that the
So he’ll class you with the rest clinlng w ar operation and war con
employment to all unemployed labor y. M. C. A. could think of. Their good
It’s the Flu!
sumption.
; from this time on, and in this army humor began to come back, and we
S A V E --------^ue8t,on *8 how much of th 8 |men out of work could be enlisted for then knew we could win them if we
teauLAd for things is so urgent that
“Enfants
Terrible”
1short periods at fixed wages to serve tried hard enough, and of course tryhaying, now that the w ar is practi
“ To what branch of the service do
{ under army discipline, and so fur-, ing is a Y. M. C. A. specialty.’’
catty over, w ill take place at once or! Jgh continuous employment at the
Mrs. Roosevelt credits the old casino the baby tanks belong?”
tooo with prices as high as they are,
“ 1 suppose, to the infantry."
! present time and afterward.
This itself with a large share of the success

aad how much at least of that part in
j might solve the unemployent probcontrol of individual and not Govern
■lem during depressed periods ii> the
ment enterprise, will hold back and
|country’s history. There are 300,000,wait for low er prices of materials, if
1000 acres of arid, swamp and cut-over
not of labor, before undertaking con
lands to be redeemed.
struction.

of Aix-les Bains. For it tickled the
doughboy’s sense of humor enormousiy to go into the “ barroom” and order
y. M. C. A. cocoa over the marble
counter and brass rail that was left
France has already appropriated there from resort days. And he thought
; nearly $400,000,000 to carry on peace it was side-splitting that religious ex
The Price of Labor
There is no question that average work on railroads, ports, bridges and ercises were held in the old baccharat
Italy has room of the casino. “ The casino’s conprioea w ill decline, but some prices in general improvements.
are declining slowly, some rapidly, set aside $350,000,000 for the s a m e 1verted” became a classic joke. But at {
aad some perhaps will not begin to character of work. England will fol- any rate, Aix speedily got on the map
g a down fo r a long time.
In those low a similar plan. The United Sta-jfor the American soldier, and its fame
business enterprises using materials tes should not be behind in promptly ! spread rapidly throughout the Amerila which prices are already declining, making appropriations proportionate can army.
The whole idea was to give the soltthe ateel and copper, the natural to our vast ^resources to help industendency would be to wait wherever i try and labor through the emergency diers during their leave a crowded
seven days of fun and play, and this
possible for much lower prices. Gen- period of transition.
This, briefly, is a consideration of meant a continuous performance that
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
era! prices o f labor, it would seem,
mutt also eventually decline, but how |the business situation and of business wa8 bound to win their hearts. There
Whereas Rufus F. Gardner of Ash
were picnics,
excursions, walking land in the County of Aroostook anu
soon and in what lines is to some ex- prospects,
_ .
fnnro
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
teat problematical. It may be that
P u ttin g th e W o rld on Its Feet
tours, bicj cling trips eveiy day and all dated March 19 1917 recorded in the

Houlto:

LASTING IMPRESSIONS
URGENT DUTY
Saving is an urgent duty wsich every
man owes his family and himself.
Do not put it off until middlelife or
old age— now is the time.
Start an account with us.

KEMPS
BALSAM

j

forCoughs and
Sore
Throat
GUARANTEED

ust Co.

Dividends at the rate of 4-% per annum
have been paid fo r the past nine years

H o u l t o n S a v in g s J 3 # n k
H b U L T O N , M A IN ,E

wages, as a whole, will remain steady

The leading nations must pool at day long’ At night there were movies- 1Southern Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
’ ^ n ^ a T ^ p o l k i e s ^ f not concerts’ vaudeville, dances and be- Volume 297, Page 133, conveyed to us
, ,
h o in fV, 0 tween times games, canteens and read- the undersigned, all his right title and
______
. _____itheir financial resources, to help the t___ mI__
_______
interest in and to Lot 41 situate in
ing. The soldiers could stay up late
net lower wages, but a higher degree
world to its feet again, and in doing
that part of Ashland formerly called
Of efficiency among workers already j
instead of credit being curtailed, and sleep late if they lik e d ’ but they Sheridan, being the same premises
Aemployed.
M h I a V A i)
T r t an oextent
v l f i n f nproduction
n u lllp H A n 1
r n t nup
i l nearly
o v l v for ffear
o o l - tthey
h o v conveyed fto
n Rufus
D u f m . fF. Gardner Viv
d
To
uusually Igot
by IIsit may have to be yet further increaswould miss something. There were no rael Gardiner by his Deed of Warranw eald thus gain as much as if wages j
ed.
rules of conduct except one they im- *y 'v'hich is recorded in the Aroostook
were lowered and the effect would be i
Restoration of former prosperity ......
v“ w “ “ Registry of Deeds at Houlton, Volume
the same.
throughout the world; increase of in- posef upon themselves; that every 137, Page 420, which reference is to be
ttl the splendid moblization of our dustry and production-these must Ameri<:an K,rt shoul"
whereas the condition of
"> 'atal likl' h a d And
.....................................................
said Mortgage is broken, now there
i queen.
industrial forces as a vast, irresis
, be the objects sought,
fore. by reason of the breach of the
--------- S A V E
------tible army to win the war, labor has
j The war for liberty will be over,
condition thereof, we claim a fore
His Sons Get a Move On
been a partner to a gratifying degree.
closure of said mortgage, and give
but the war for economic safety will
No more the princelings move by this notice for the purpose of fore
In the transition from v- r t< peace
begin fiercely, and every partiotic
closing same.
stealth
labor must be assured . a continua
citizen must do his part. Thrift will
Dated at Fold Fairfield, Maine, Jan
To compass mischief vast.
tion o f this partnership and made to
then become not only a duty as now,
uary 2. 1919.
understand that it will continue to
They've got to travel for their health.
JAMES R. HOPKINS,
but with the stimulation of war-buy
participate in the successes of the
And travel mighty fast.
EBEN S. HOPKINS
32
ing removed, it will become a neces
new prosperity to the extent of its
sity.
cooperation.
And every day the energy and abilW ork Which Will Go On
Ity of business brains all over the

j

aad If there develops any widespread ^ ^ ^
unemployment the first effect may be, . . .
*

While
manufacturers
expecting : country arc beln« applled intensely
lo v e r cost material will restrict their t0 reorganise and adapt facilities to

A Record of Your Investments

All owners of bonds and stocks w ill appreciate the
convenient Investment Record Book we have prepared.
This book, neatly bound in cloth, ptovides a place
for recording the amount and name of the security,
the interest or dividend dates, the maturity; ami, in
the case of bonds, whether the bond contains the taxfree covenant. A table shows the monthly income.
It will be sent free on request.

purchases, the buying power of the peace business,

J. S. BA CHE & CO.

country, as in the agricultural reg
ions, may not be influenced by the
save
prospect of lower prices later on and ; SOLDIERS LIKED ‘Y*
w ill continue to buy in large volume.
npcnr T A M P
Some of the w ar work, like shipbuildA to 1 v
fag, consuming large amounts of steel!
Ml*s' Theodoie Roosevelt, Jr., who
win (O on
Automobile manufacture has
returned from h ranee, where
m v be expected to spring into large, f * had charge of the res area at A.xvotume ae aeon as its forces can be ; las Balns’ wh,ch v a s established for
adjusted.
Railroads could use very tha
° f th'; American expect,oncroat amount, of steel if the Govern- i f *
» ” furlough tells interest,
meat would undertake to bring t h e 1^
0 ‘ "e work that she and 150
roads'
equipment facilities, exten -.other A f r i c a n women did at this

Bon d

MELLILL

done and Improvements up to date. camp t0 make the doughboys happy.
But the Railroad Administration has Th,s place. which at first was christen.
oH
Anhnu and
onH Pains,”
Pm r»« ”
ed ““ Aches

unnn
soon

De p a

r

T R U S T
Ra n

'J

o r ,

f

\

l
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When days are wet and skies are gray,
Cheer up, the clouds will roll away—
Put Town Talk Flouf upon die list
Of things that make optimist.
an

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
Every Baking

TOWN TALK FLOUR

tment

COMPANY

M a i ne

became

announced that It will not make furknowm as the “ best darned place in
ther equipment contracts until costs
France," and accomplished wonder
•ve lower. This Is a grave error.
ful results for the war-tired Ameri
T i e Government should make these
can soldiers.
^purchases and charge the war with
In February, 1918, the first troops
the extra cost.
were sent down for a seven (lavs'
Generally speaking, stocks of goods
.
t
throughout th* country are low. This ' ! ay<;'. stra! ^ 11 tr<!m
muddy and extremely disgruntled.
We the undersigned, having on hand price so low that you can afford to buy
la one of the saving factors in the
a iimiUul amount of barley flour offer it for feed.
attention. There will later on— per
tlm -aim; at a big discount, to (dost* it
Mixed with middlings, it is the best
haps soon— be Increased demand for
out.
hog
feed obtainable; it is also a rich
goode, but In the meantime manu
and
palatable food for horses and
This
is
the
same
barley
that
we
sold
facturers win not make up lines ex
as a substitute with wheat flour, as cat.De
cept as ordered and buyers will not
long as it was required by the food ad
order at present prices, hoping for
P'-'Vi*:
() ne quarter bbl.
$1.96
ministration,
and is suitable for hum
lower ones. Temporarily, then, the
an
consumption,
but
we
offer
it
at
a
One
eighth
bbl.
98
action becomes hand-to-mouth in its
development.
Bat some prices will not decline in
H O U LTO N G R A N G E STORE
the near future. Those things which
contribute to living needs of the
H O U L T O N F L O U R aud|FE E D M IL L S
masses continue in large dally deVV. E. CARR, Manager
mand. H igh wages have made luxu
C W W W /W W W V W W A A A /V V V W V V V W V rtA rtA V W V V N A A W V U W W V V ,
ries and plenty necessities.
Neces
sity Is an elastic word. Necessities
Standard cold remedy for 20 year*— ia tablet
o f life In this country are not what,
form — aafe, aura, no opiate*—-break* up a cold
in 24 hour*— relieve* grip In 3 day*. Money
If denied, would produce starvation,
back If It fall*. The genuine bos ha* a Red top
with Mr. Hill’* picture. At All Drug Stores. '
but ore those things which the peo
W e a re h e ad q u a rte rs
ple think they must have and are
witting to pay for1( and the list is a
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
fo r h ig h e s t C a s h
long one and the demand for them
Whereas George A. Sutherland of
P ric e s
widespread. Demand is what keeps j Portage Lake in the County of Aroospriees from felling. And high prices |took and State of Maine, by his mortt o ttaro commodities which are con-1
t
aMeved necessary will keep wages |istry of Deeds> volume 276, Page 141,
high.
conveyed to us, the undersigned, a
certain piece or parcel of land, nameImportance of Railroad Buying
ly Lot numbered Fifteen (15) in PortE. L.
n ta antortm.ate that the railroad
c o ^ a in t e g T n e Hundred One and
problem has been hurled Into the 88400 acres, more or less, according
•rean. Railroad buying conducted on to the plan and survey as returned to
the scale to meet up-to-date railroad the Land Office in 1844 by T. Bradley,
surveyor (Reserving the privilege of
needs would alone bridge over any
watering cattle and sheep as has been
Interim of hesitation In business, and customary.) Being the same premises
westtd quickly stimulate Industrial &c conveyed to him by William A. Brown
Cet some <X'LI> M E U A L H aarlem Ol!
No organs o f ths human body are so
im portant to health and long life as the Capsules at once. They are an old, tried
tivftjr In every direction. W hile the j by his Deed of W arranty dated June
kidneys. W hen they slow up and com 
q w e t to l <X to a l dl.po.U lon ol ^ i
In ^ e M -a o s - mence to la g in th eir duties, look out! preparation used a ll over the w orld fo r

HOULTON FLOUR AND
FEED MILLS

Be Sure to Get

Influenza and kindred
diseases start with a cold.

D o n ’ t trifle w ith it.
A t the first shiver or
sneeze, take

CASCARA t? QUININE

Deer Skins and Furs

O -

t

JC

THE MOST

railroads is being settled the Director
General could start a victorious oftenstve If he would set out aggeaslvely
aad make the Improvements (with
7”
...
..
.
.. .
two years’ time at his disposal which
the present control gives) on the
same scale ae he recommended if
live years’ trlgl were granted.
Abroad, governments may back up

page 585. And whereas the condition
of said mortgage is broken, now thereJfore« by reason of the breach of the
claim a fore ‘
Iclosure of said mortgage, and given
this notice for the purpose of so fore
closing same.
I Dated at Fort Fairfield, Maine, Jan
uary 2. 1919.
JAM BS R. H O P K IN S ,
B B B N S. H O P K IN S
32

Houlton Hide &
Wool Company

DANGEROUS DISEASE

Find out w hat the trouble is— w ithout

deday. W h en ever you feel nervous,
weak, dizzy, suffer from sleeplessness,
or have pains in the back— wake up
at once. Your kidneys need help. These
are signs to w arn you that you r k id 

neys are not p erfo rm in g their func
tions properly.
Th ey are only half
doing their work and are a llo w in g im 
purities to accumulate and be co n v e rt
ed into uric acid and other poisons,
which are causing you distress and w ill
destroy yt>u unless they are driven
from your system.

centuries. They contain only old -fash 
ioned, soothing oils combined with
s tre n g th -g iv in g and system -cleansing
herbs, w e ll known and used by ph ysi
cians In their daily practice. HOLT*
M E D A L H aarien Oil Capsules are im 
ported direct from the laboratories in
Holland. T h ey are convenient to take,
and w ill either give prompt re lie f or
you r money w ill be refunded. Ask for
them at any drug store, but be sure to
get
the
origin al
im ported
GOLD
MEDAL brand. Accept no substitutes.
In sealed packages. Three sizes.

HE

wax-wrapped

sealed p a c k a g e
with W R IC L E V S
upon it is a guar
antee o f

quality.

The largest chewinggum factories in the
world— the largest
selling gum in the
world: that is what
WRIGLETS means.
SEAIEO TIGHT
KEPT RIGHT
WMPPI0

17

The Flavor Lasts!
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In order to Increase the efficiency
"Oh, no, officer,” the boy replied
of
the league the country was split
IM M A IN P tbe pr*ce
botb w0°l and mutton ; checking any post-war propaganda,
quickly. "I think too highly of my
IN M A I N t ; during the past three or four years, i which may crop out where least ex- into divisions. Each division receiv
king.”
ed a handbook from the national
C. H. Crawford of Dexter, sheep together with a shortage in farm pected.
Senator John H. Bankhead, chairThe German scowled arid returned:
' headquarters in Washington which
Aided in D ra ft Raids
iaan of the Committee on Post O f specialist connected with the state , iaoor jt was anticipated that there
contained general instructions and “I hope you don’t dare call him W il
fice* and Post Roads, to which all department of agriculture, in his an- would be an unusual demand for
A small group of business men,
special suggestions pertaining to the liam.”
jhlshways legislation in the upper nual report declares that sheep hus- breeding ewes and lambs, and it was
feeling that private citizens could be
of congress
inl j bandry
do everyuimg
everything possible
branch OI
congreas is
.0 referred,
rcMM-reu, M
------' should receive
----- — r more attention ^(jecjded to
lu UU
possime to
i.» useful in this country, organized the local conditions. As a result of this
“Oh, no, officer; I think too highly
training which the members under
«*mmenting Upon bills now pending, from the farmers of this state than it save an gQO(j breeding ewes and ewe ieague> which
ha • 1
of my jackass.”
raeontly made this plea for "roads at does at present as unquestionably ]anibiS from the butcher.
PV(J., „in
rri
S,
. n . expan ins went officials feel that the league
sheen raisimr can be fitted profitably ;
evu hincL< In the beginning the lea- , should be maintained.
:
sheep raising can e
P
“A circular letter was mailed to the gue assisted the government in min"T h e w ar showed what the nation-; into the general management of him -.
of
,ow„ and plam a. or
but
Chief Bielaski, in a recent letter
el atrength could accomplish in the|dreds of farms whore there is none
m l * “« “ 11 ^
a»P ar addressed to the league wrote in
tion in the state, explaining the im- ent that the league was an efficient
«w lft
construction
of rapid-transit at the present time
part: “ The need for the American
••On many other term* the Mzo of ;lor,am“ .«* ,hB ' ; nrk’ » " ?
ur« a” litat!u“ « • * * <* Internationa’:
highways and the use thereon of rapid
*
, their assistance by mailing to this importance were assigned to it by Protective League is as great new a
transit vehicles.
the flocks could be increased and
department- the name and address of Mie department of justice. In the New it has been in the past and I am en
“The Nation trained its Engineer more attention given to this branch
every sheep owner in their town or York division alone more than <>0000 tirely satisfied that the need for this
Corps and sent them to Europe equip- of fanning with profit to the owner,
In the Absence of Doctors Nobly Gone
plantation.
Approximately 400 re- members cooperated with the secret organization will continue for some
ped for the quick construction of says Mr. Crawford,
to W ar, A fte r Influenza, the Grip,—
time
to
come
entirely
without
regard
turns were received.
service men in the sensational draft
roads. The part which the United
“in most every case where flock
to the progress of the pence negotia Those wonderfully useful medicines,
These were followed by another raids last fall.
States took in the decisive campaign owners have used good judgment and
,
, ,
. .
tions.
The necessity for protecting
Hood s Sarsaparilla, Pcptiron and
___ in tbt selection ot Dittoing twts ^..... ............ .. ....
The personnel of the league, as is from espionage the army property of
was rendered possible by the use oft tare
^ ^___ j
.ti
H ood’s P ills— comprising the new
• and rams, and have giventhem good tb(‘ same (explanation. Fmclosed with gradually becoming known, is made
automobiles and motor trucks over
combination fam ily treatment— are
the United States will continue."
1feed and care, fine flocks are to he tboK<> were questionnaires requesting Up of men from every walk of life,
warmly recommended.
rapid-transit highways.
SAVK
the found which returned good profits to information as to how many good j n this respect tin* league is a trulv
I f taken regularly, flo o d ’s Sarsa
“Now that the war is over
Thought Too Highly of Both
f e e d i n g ewe* and ewe lambs they democratic organization.
Expe-t linparilla before meals, Peptiron after
question arises, are not highways as their owners,
chauffeurs, yachtmen and lawOn a road in Belgium a German of meals, and H ood's Pills at night as
vitally important for the conduct of
“There are many farms in the would have for sale, also bow many
needed, they are reasonably sure to
a long dis- mature1 rams and ram lambs, whether yers an> all represented and have ficer met a hoy leading a jackass and
peace as they were for the conduct of slat** which are located
pure, bred or grade, giving breed, etc. l" ‘en pen-forming their dutie's without addressed him in a heavy jovial fash keep a fam ily in health and prove to
War? With half the world going to ; tance from potato markets, corn can
be reliable and always ready friends.
aban- Approximately 2,501) of these were any public recognition. Even the1 ion as follows
bed hungry every night and millions ning factories, etc., which are
They pu rify the blood, build up
doned, or partially so, because1 they maile'd to flock owneis and the1
pleasure of remedying the1 praise1 of
“ That’s a fine jackass you have, my
doomed to starvation, is not the swift
strength and regulate the system.
thebr tamilies is denieul theun, heu-ause son. What do you call it? Albert, 1
construction of the highway to the are unprofitable.
Here is where1 the turns have1 beam gratifying.
(!(“' all, or any one. as you think
SAVE
the1 membership is carefully guarded, bet."
acre that produces as urgent a neces- great advantage1 in sheep husbandly
you need, from your druggist today.
and on no condition is a meinbe'r per
fifty as were the roads in the battle (omes *n. Sheep naturally euijoy the
mittee! to disclose1 the idemtity of oth
SMe? And if the need is as urgent quiet life and the good leeels that ean
er
members or his commotion with it.
should the Nation slacken its effort l>e produced as well on farms located
The1 future of the1 American Pro
tective1 League. which numbers (dose1
....—
— tin1
Battles are not all (ought with cannon and
td
to
lio members
membc'rs IhrouKhout
throughout tlm
M t rather Increase Its efforts In this shoep on such farms is that instead <> .‘!0U,O
’■"J1
Besides assistmg the delwrtmem
shell. T h e most vital are th e everyday battles
of being obliged to go long distances Pniteul State's, and which has mate'll- ot justice, the league1 has pen-formed
direction and proceed with the con
to market their products, the market ally aided the department of justice* certain functions for the army intelagainst the debilitating tendencies that invite weak
struction of highways at home on a
comes to you, as, when the season’s m '(inducting draft raids and inves- ligvnce and the- navy intelligence and
scale commensurate with the importness. For nearly five decades
clip of wool is off, buyers start out tigating
Berman propaganda since1 otlmr departnmnts of the1 governmace and urgency of the need?
buying, and in many instances take tbe Pnited State's declared war. is incut. The1 signing of the armistice
“It is for the Congress of the Uni
the wool away with them. Then again as .vt>1 unsettleal.
has
not served to decrease
the
ted States to answer these questions.
when
the
lambs
are
ready
for
marked
Chief
of
the
bureau
of
investigation
amount
of
dedeetive1
work
despite
the
Measures are pending designed to
the
buyer
conies
to
your
door,
buys
of
the*
department
of
justice,
A.
Bruce
fact
that
nmmbers
of
the
league1
exmeet the situatign, three of which are
the lambs, and drives theun away. Bielaski, who has ever heeui a strong pea-teal that the1 association would he
as follows:
The producer is saved the1 time* and champion of the league, recently de»- disbanded.
During the1 Victory cele“ 1. Joint resolution 200, authoriz
expense of making many trips to mar- dared that the neeul of tlm league in hralions memlmrs we're on the1 watch
has J>een a definite help to millions in the trying
in g the transfer from the War De
ket with his products.
the future1 is obvious to every one1, for ('videuices of secret propaganda
partment to the Department of Agri
battles against weakness.
is as rich
“ The production of both wool and He* further stated that the trained and arc now continuing to investiculture of all available dispensable
mutton can he increased substantial- men in the1 association, all of wlmm gate,
although other organizations
in blood-forming properties and as p o w e rfu l in
w a r materials for distribution to the
. ,
_ 41 .
*
. . . . . . . .
,
,
- ..
. ly by giving instruction to the propeu- have1, volunte'ere'd their services tre'e are being deunobilized
H ig h w a y departments of the several '
....................
strength-supporting qualities now as o f yore.
care and feeding during the1 different
states for use on the highways.
seasons of the year.
Scott & Bowse, Bloomfield. N- J.
“2. Senate bill 5088 Increasing the*
IH
“ It is a well known fact that both
present unexpended appropriation of the quality and the quantitv of the
about $60,000,000 for road purposes fleecp and lamb depend iarRely on the
by the addition of $125,000,000 for ex- j j»eed and management of the ewe dnrpeodltures to June, 1920, and $100,- -ng the year
#•0,000 a year thereafter for four
“ Every influence should be brought
|. Is it from a doctor’ s prescription for his patients?
years. It is also proposed to increase
to bear on both the present and
the appropriation for national-forest
. Is it prepared for intermU as well as external u s e ?
prospective flock owners to use- more1
reads of $1 ,000,000 a year on the pre3- Has it a longer record of success than any o t h e r ?
care in the selection of breeding stock
oent 10-year roadbuilding program by
as this is the natural way to increase
%. Is it richer than others in soothing, healing elements?
a sum sufficient to construct 17,000
both the productiveness and the pro
miles of forest roads, which the Gov
5. Is the price the same as I pay for inferior articles?
fit. A good flock of well bred and well
ernment has already planned and
kept sheep is sure to return to the1
which are necessary in order to util
There is only one Liniment you ean refer
owner good profits, while a poor flock
ise the vast resources of the national
to which will permit your dealer to honestly
poorly bred and kept, is most sure* to
answer y e s to every one of the above ques
forests. The estimated cost of these
bring a loss to the owner.
tions and that is the century old and ever
roads is $50,000,000. Amendments to
“ Diseases most common to sheep in
reliable family friend and favorite
the present road act freeing it from
m deairable limitations are also plan- New
England have spread to an
M d , one of which wlU enable the alarming extent throughout the state.
Government to construct at its own IMsease is one ot the greatest men«M t
links In Important highways aces to a normal p reduction of t both
which could not otherwise be con- wool and mutton. It is impossible for
the
a ewe when infested with any of the
atracted.
parasitic diseases, namely, stomach
“3. House bill 13308 caAles an ap
worms, tape worms, nodular diseases,
“ you and B ab y
propriation of $1,000,000 for an ex
For Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills, Sprains,
etc., to produce a normal fleece or
tension of the motor-truck Parcel
V
'
7
need.
7
Strains, Muscular Rheumatism, and many other common ills.
lamb. The wool is usually short and
“Owing to the gradual increase in j of charge,

WHAT THE GOVERNMENT
SHEEP RAISING IS
D D /W fT A Df IT
P R O F IT A B L E
PLANS FOR ROAD BUILDING

T

PAGE SEVEN

will

be

instrumental

in

WHEN A FAMILY
NEEDS A FRIEND

FATE OF LEAGUE
IS UNDECIDED

THE EVERYDAY BATTLE

scorn EMMSION
Scott*s

Let Soott's Emulsion help you win your battles.

A Questionnaire

2

Johnson’s

loilef Preparations
have

A N O D Y N ijjn im e n t

Poet Service.
This is an increase
dry, of poon quality, and light in
from the $300,000 provided in the last,
.
„
small
P r a t Office appropriation bill, which
--------^
>
|and weak, when dropped and the ewe
plan authorized the W a r Department
in her weak, rundown condition, fails
to transfer to the Post Office Departj to provide a sufficient amount of milk
grant motor trucks for which it had i
to keep the lamb In a thrifty growing
p o further use. Under last year’s ap
condition. Every possible assistance
propriation 27 motor-truck r o u t e s
should be given the flock owners to
mere established, all but or.e of which
rid their flocks of these diseases and
more operated east of the Mississippi
prevent their re infection.
Mirer. The results, even in the ini
‘These diseases are also largely retial stage, are such as to warrant an
t a n u e in the number of routes and spom.tl.le for the small percentage of
jkkelr extension to the trans-MississIr a l region, where rail and water faciMiles of transportation are altogether
Inadequate. The proposed transfer of
li.000 motor trucks from the W a r Depurtment to the Post Office Department renders it possible to make a
•rant extension of this service at a
mlnimum cost It is proposed to in•crease the appropriation for this seryftce to $10,000,000.
To store these
tracks would cost $600,000 a year. To
dnmp them on the market would be
«4lMStroU8. To turn them loose to
aid agriculture in the movement of
•arm products to the consumer would
fee statesmanship. To adopt such a
policy would be but to follow historic
precedent.
«t

lambs dropped, as when the ewe and
ram are diseased,

(in

many

cases

both are affected) there are sure to
be maa>r barren sheeP especially in

lar&e flocks.
“Many farmers have disposed of
their flocks and many others have re
frained from entering the business because of some of the difficulties that
are peculiar to the industry. Among
the most common of these are Parasitic diseases and our dogs. Every influence should be brought to bear on
city and town officials to induce them
to control the roaming dog as far as
possible. If the present dog laws ar *
inadequate, they should be amended
in such a way as to give the owners
flocks the best protection possible.

"Senate bill 5088 hae the approval Parasitic diseases are most dicom-ag
President W ilson and Secretaries ln*
eradicate these diseases.

Honston and Baker.
The proposilien not to lessen the national endea
vor in road construction now that
peace has come, but merely to trans
fe r the scene of action from Europe
to the homeland is but the response ;
to a universal demand.
The public
rejoices to see the trophies of war
wow being brought hack from Europe.
Squally popular will be the sight of
machines that built the United States
read to the Rhine at work building !
connecting highways from Canada to
the southern boundary and from the
Atlantic to the Pacific through every
State in the Union."
Governor-elect Henry J. Allen of
Kansas, while in Washington the
other day, was interviewed, and his
Moed roads comment deserves Natione l circulation. Asked how the vote
ef
soldiers could be secured, he
pramptly replied "Build good roads."
Mjr* Alien said that while the men
m o l d return from "O ver T here" with
the usual diversity of opinion on pollMeal subjects, they wonld return with
a single mind on the subject of good
rands, as the governor-elect said that
the men of the American Expedition
ary Force firmly believed that the
gaod roads of France won the war.

___________________— ...... —— '

'■

Feeble Old People
Vinol is What You Need
Malone, N.Y.

Winchester, Vs.

“ I am 84 years of age and got into
a feeble, weak and nervous condition
ao I couid not sleep. Vinol has not
only built up my strength but it has
given me a good appetite and I sleep
all right now. Without doubt Vinol
is the greatest strengthener for old
people obtainable. ’ ’— Mrs. S.B. Wells.

“ I am a farm er’s wife, 75 years o f
age, and pneumonia left me in a weak,
run-down condition, so I could hardly
keep about :...J d j r::j work. A
neighbor brought me Vinol and it has
built up my strength so fast that 1
think it is the best medicine I have
ever taken.” —Mrs. Jennie Chapman.

F o r all rn »-;Iow n , nerroui, ana«m io condition*, w eak womcm, overw orked men.
-eeble old people and delicate children, there la no rem edy like Vln

HATHEW AY

DRUG

COMPANY

and Druggists E veryw here

\

F. O. H a a a g a n , Prop.

Grow More Potatoes
W ith Less Fertilizer Cost
Potatoes are selling tw ic e as h igh as they
sold befo re the w a r. A barrel o f potatoes
w ill n o w b u y d o u b le the am ount o f
L o w e ll Potash Fertilizers that it w o u ld
fo u r years ago. L o w e ll Potash Fertilizers
pay. T h e y g r o w the large potato crops
needed and boost the farm ers profits.

BONE
‘Mather says W I L L I A M T E L L
F L O U R never misses.
I g^iess
that’s w h y they named it W I L 
L I A M T E L L . Things always
come out right, there isn’t any
w aste, and it goes further.
Mother says W I L L I A M T E L L
F L O U R just saves itself,”

;
•
!
|
i

DAISY BAKER

BLOOD MEAT

together with chem icals and 4% PO TASH
which we guarantee to be high-grade because
it is w ater-soluble.
Far-sighted A ro o s to o k farmers will buy a
larger supply of our special Potash Fertilizers
this year because they will grow larger potato
crops with less fa rm labor.
Order N O W .
Write our General
Agent, H. W . Fowler, Fort Fairfield
L O W E L L F E R T IL IZ E R CO.
Boston
»«ach Co~olU.ua DU.d'rtng Co.
MaS8.

j

i

M a in St.

L o w e ll A n im a l Fertilizers start the 'plant
g ro w th early because they contain Potash.
T h e y feed and encourage potato g ro w th
fo r the entire season.
T h e y are active
all the time because th ey are made from

Milled according to
U. S. Food Regulation.

.

Broadway Pharmacy

Decause it contains the very elements needed to re
place weakness with strength, v i z : Beef and Cod
L iver Peptones, Iron and Manganese Peptonates,
and Glycerophosphates, with a mild tonic wine.
This is a splendid combination to restore strength,
vitality and vigor. It has given ninety percent
satisfaction for sixteen years. ITEKG IS PROOF:

---------S A V E ---------The W orst of It
Th e Kaiser is a pet of fate.
H is people he has tricked.
U p merely has to abdicate
W h ile braver men get licked.

Tfwy areharmless ‘

fr ";

FO R

SALE

BY

ALL

DEALERS
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of charge, will be instrumental in
In order to increase the efficiency
“ Oh, no, officer," the boy replied
checking any post-war propaganda, of the league the country was split
quickly. “ I think too highly of my
which may crop out where least ex into divisions. Each division receivking.”
pected.
' ed a handbook from the national
The German scowled and returned:
headquarters in Washington which
Aided in D ra ft Raids
contained general instructions and “ I hope you don’t dare call him W il
A small group of business men,
U gliw ays legislation in the upper jnual report declares that sheep hus-1 breeding ewes and lambs, and it was teeling that ^private^cdtlzens^nnn > special suggestions pertaining to the liam.”
local conditions. As a result of this 1
branch of congress is referred, in bandry should receive more attention ,
to do everything possible to
,-n tu“ Oh, no, officer; I think too highlyM aunentlng upon bills now pending, from the farmers of this state than it j
e „ g00d breedlng CKes aml ewe .
...
''' ° rKanzwl h<‘ training which the members under
of
my jackass.”
recently made this plea for "roads at does at present as unquestionably! Ialnb„ from , he butc„‘ r
leasue- whkh has been «l>an din g went officials feel that the league
ever since. In the beginning the lea! sheep raising can be fitted profitably
, should he maintained.
“ A circular letter was mailed to the gue assisted the government in min"T h e war showed what the nation-1 into the general management of hun- ,
Chief Bielaski, in a recent letter
assessors of every town and planta- or cases, but when it became apparnl strength could accomplish in the dreds of farms where theie is none
tion in the state, explaining the im- <>nt that the league was an efficient 1addressed to the league wrote in
sw ift
construction
of rapid-transit at the present time.
portance of the work, and requesting organization cases of international part: "The need for the American
Ugliways and the use thereon of rapid
“ On many other farms the size of
their assistance by mailing to this importance were assigned to it bv Protective League is as great ne w a ■
transit vehicles
the flocks could be increased and
... ,
. department, the name and address of Hit* department of iustiee in thn vo„- it has been in the past and I am en
•The Nation trained lta Engineer more attention given to his bram-h ^
^
owner
the„. town or Vork divisio], a ,0J
.
", * .
. tirely satisfied that the need for this
Corps and sent them to Europe equip- of farming with proht to the owner. |l|amatiHn
Approximately
‘
In th e Absence of Doctors Nobly Gone
40U re- members cooperated with the secret organization will continue for some
ped for the quick construction of says Mr. Crawford.
.turns
............
...........
.......
,
time
to
come
entirely
without
regard
to W ar, A fte r Influenza, the Grip,—
wen* received,
service men in the sensational draft
reeds. The part which the United
“ In most every case where flock
to the progress of the peace negotia Those wonderfully useful medicines,
These
followed bv another raids last fall.
States took In the decisive campaign owners have used good judgment and
.
tions. The necessity for protecting
Hood s Sarsaparilla, Peptiron and
Tin
was rendered possible by the use of oare in the selection of breeding ewes n'tter to the
flock owners, containing
The personnel of the league, as is from espionage the army property of
Hood’s Pills—comprising the new
aatomobiles and motor trucks o v e r 1 and rams, and have given them good the sam<> explanation. Enclosed with
gradually becoming known, is made the Pnited States will continue."
combination family treatment— are
feed and care, fine flocks are to he
"ure questionnaiies requesting up of men from every waik of life.
warmly recommended.
rapid-transit highways.
- S A VE If taken regularly, Hood’s Sarsa
“Now that the w ar is over the found which returned good profits to information as to how mans good jU this respect the league is a truly
Thought Too Highly of Both
breeding
and tv><
ewe lambs
they-N mnocratir organization.
parilla before meals, Peptiron after
question arises, are not highways as their owners.
i*i( cuing ewe*> antl
1<linl,s U1‘
Expert Mu
would have
have for
for sab*,
sale, also
also how
how many
many guists, chauffeurs, yachtmen and lawtu a lly Important for the conduct of
“ There are many farms in the woul(1
On a road in Belgium a German of meals, and Hood’s Pills at night as
needed, they are reasonably sure to
peace as they were for the conduct of slate which are located a long dis- niatuu iams
and lam lam >s, w u t i . i
eis an* all represented and have ficer met a hoy leading a jackass and
keep
a family in health and prove to
War? With half the world going to lance from potato markets, corn can- I,ur(> bred or
grade, giving breed, etc. performing their duties without
addressed him in a heavy jovial fash
he
reliable
and always ready friends.
ning
factories,
etc.,
which
are
abanApproximately
-\;>00
of
thf*se
were
uiv
public
recognition.
Even
tin*
ion as follows:
bed hungry every night and millions
They
purify
the blood, build up
doomed to starvation, is not the swift doned. or partially so, because they mailed to flock owners and the re- pleasure of receiving tin* praise of
"That's a fine jackass you have, my
strength and regulate the system.
construction of the highway to the are unprofitable. Here is where the turns have been gratifying,
' heir families is denied them, because son. What do you call it? Albert, I
(le* all, or any one, as you think
l In* membership is carefully guarded. bet."
acre that produces as urgent a neces- Kreat advantage in sheep husbandrj
— - s a v i *.
you need, from your druggist today; nd on no condition is a member per
fifty as were the roads in the battle comes in. Sheep naturally enjo> the
Qp
to? And if the need is as urgent quiet life and the good ieeds that can
(J N D E Q D E D mitted to disclose the identity of oth• r members or his connection with it.
fihonld the Nation slacken its effort be produced as well on farms located
The future of the American i’ roo r permit its road-building equipment wiles irom markets as those neatb>.
Aided Other Departments
to be sold or dissipated? Should it Another great advantage in keepingactive League, which numbers close
Battles are not all (ought with cannon and
Besides assisting the department
not rather Increase its efforts in this sheep on such farms is that instead to.
0 m,Mnb(;rs throughout the
shell. T h e most vital are th e everyday battles
direction and proceed with the con- of being obliged to go long distances l-nited States, and which has maton- of justice*, the* league has performed
to market their products, the* market ally aided the* department of justice* certain 1unctions lor the* army intedagainst the debilitating tendencies that invite weak
«tructlon of highways at home on a
comes to you, as, when the season's
conducting dralt raids and inves- ligence and the navy intelligence and
scale commensurate with the import
ness. For nearly five decades
clip of wool is off, buyers start out tigating
German propaganda since* othe*r de*partmc*nts of the* governance and urgency of the need?
buying, and in many instance's take (he* Lniti'd State's declared war, is me*nt. The* signing of the* armistice
“It Is for the Congress of the Uni
has not served to decre*ase* the
ted States to answer these questions. the wool away with them. Then againas .Vl‘( unsettled.
Chief of the* bureau of investigation amount of cle*te*e-tive work de-spite* tin*
Measures are pending designed to when the lambs are ready for market
meet the situatiijn, three of which are the buyer comes to your door, buys of the* department of justice, A. Bruce (act tha' members of the* league* exthe lambs, and drives them away. Biedaski, who has ever been a strong p<‘cte*d that the* association would he*
as follows:
The producer is saved the* time and champion of the* league, rt'oently do- disban<l<*d. During the* Victory cele*“1. Joint resolution 200, authoriz
expense of making many trips to mar- dared that the.* ne*e*d of the* league* in brat ions me*mhe*rs we*re on the* watch
h a s been a definite help to millions m the trying
in g the transfer from the W ar De
ket with his products.
the* future* is obvious to eve*ry one. for evidemces of secret
propaganda
partment to the Department of Agri
" ^ battles against weakness.
is as rich
“ The production of both wool and He further stated that the* trained and are* now continuing to investiculture of all available dispensable
. . . . . .
41
...
„
t. .
. . . .
,, . ., ..__.
..
mutton can he increased substantial- men in the association, all oi whom gale
altliough other organizations
in blood-forming properties and as p o w e rfu l in
w a r materials for distribution to the
. . . . . . . . .
, ,
..
. .
,
,
,
.
.
. .,
. ly by giving instruction to the proper have, volunteered their services tree arc* being demobilized
highway departments of the several '
'
. . .........................................
strength-supporting qualities now as of yore.
care anel feeding during the different
states for use on the highways.
seasons of the year.
“2. Senate bill 5088 increasing the
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. H- J.
apg
“ It is a well known fact that both
present unexpended appropriation of t^e quality and the quantity of the
a to m $60,000,000 for road purposes
an(, ,amb depend largely on the
“ Owing to the gradual increase in
the price of both wool and mutton
during the past three or four years,
C. H. Crawford of Dexter, sheep together with a shortage in farm
Senator John H. Bankhead, chair*
man of the Committee on Post Of- specialist connected with the sta te , jabor, it was anticipated that there
fleet and Post Roads, to which all department of agriculture, in his an- Jwould be an unusual demand for

KHAT THE GOVERNMENT
SHEEP RAISING IS
PLANS FOR ROAD BUILDING
PROFITABLE IN MAINE

WHEN A FAMILY
NEEDS A FRIEND

f^T E

LEAGUE

THE EVERYDAY BATTLE

scornEM
IilSION
S c o tt’s

Let Soott’s Emulsion help you win your battles.

ligr the addition of $125,000,000 for expendltures to June, 1920, and $100,AM,000 a year thereafter for four
years. It Is also proposed to Increase
the appropriation for national-forest
reads of $1,000,000 a year on the pre
sent 10-year roadbuilding program by
a sum sufficient to construct 17,000
miles of forest roads, which the Gov
ernment
has already planned and
which are nocessary in order to util
ise the vast resources of the national
forests. The estimated cost of these
reads is $50,000,000. Amendments to
the present road act freeing it from
tmdesir&ble limitations are also planMl, one of which will enable the
Government to construct at its own
«M t
Units in important highways

“ Every influence should he brought
to hear on both the present and
prospective flock owners to use- more
care in the selection of breeding stock
as this is the natural way to increase
both the productiveness and the pro
fit. A good flock of well bred and well
kept sheep is sure to return to the
owner good profits, while a poor flock
poorly bred and kept, is most sun* to
bring a loss to the owner.
“ Diseases most common to sheep in
England have spread to an

Hew

alarming extent throughout the state.

Msease Is one of the greatest menaces to a normal production of both
wool and mutton. It is impossible for
ivklch could not otherwise be cona ewe when infested with any of the
•tracted.
parasitic diseases, namely, stomach
“3. House bill 13308 caAlea an ap
worms, tape worms, nodular diseases,
propriatlon of $1,000,000 for an ex
w .
„ ..
. .
,
„
, etc., to produce a normal fleece or
toufcra of the motor-truck Parcel ,
L J i ___ , , ____
lamb. The wool is usually short and
Post Service.
This is an increase
! dry, of poon quality, and light in
from the $360,000 provided in the last
j weight. The lamb is usually small
P o st Office appropriation bill, which
land weak, when dropped and the ewe
a h o authorized the W a r Department
jin her weak, rundown condition, fails
to transfer to the Post Office Departj to provide a sufficient amount of milk
MMnt motor trucks for which it had
to keep the lamb in a thrifty growing
a * further use. Under last year’s ap
condition. Every possible assistance
propriation 27 motor-truck r o u t e s
i should be given the flock owners to
mere established, all but one of which
! rid their flocks of these diseases and
mere operated east of the Mississippi
j prevent their re infection.
lUver. The results, even in the ini
“ These diseases are also largely retial stage, are such as to warrant an
k t n u e In the number of routes and sponsible for the small percentage of
* M r extension to the trans-Mississ- lambs dropped, as when the ewe and
t w t region, where rail and water faci- ram are l e a s e d , (in
many cases
Hues of transportation are altogether botl1 are affected) there are sure to
Inadequate. The proposed transfer of be nlan>' barren sheeP « sPe‘'lal|y in
le e o o motor trucks from the W a r De- larf>e flocks.
paitm ent to the Post Office Depart“ Many farmers have disposed of
nrent renders it possible to make a their flocks and many others have re
« r a « t extension of this service at a frained from entering the business bomfnimum cost. It is proposed to in- cause of some of the difficulties that
crease the appropriation for this ser- are peculiar to the industry. Among
-vice to $10,000,000.
To store these the most common of these are Paratracks would cost $600,000 a year. To sitic diseases and our dogs. Every in dam p them on the market would be fluence should be brought to bear on
• 4 lMStrou 8 . To turn them loose to city and town officials to induce them
aid agriculture in the movement of to control the roaming dog as far as
ftana products to the consumer would possible. If the present dog laws are
lie statesmanship. To adopt such a inadequate, they should he amended
policy would be but to follow historic in such a way as to give the owners
-precedent.
of flocks the best protection possible.
“Senate bill 5088 has the approval Parasitic diseases are most dicourag« | President Wilson and Secretaries *ng t0 eradicate these diseases.
Honston and Baker.
The p r o p o s i - _______________ ;___LI.... ......
tion not to lessen the national endea
vor in road construction now that
peace has come, but merely to transfev the scene of action from Europe
to the homeland is but the response
to a universal demand.
The public
rejoices to see the trophies of war
maw being brought hack from Europe.
Mqually popular will be the sight of
■rachines that built the United States
read to the Rhine at work building !
connecting highways from Canada to
th e southern boundary and from the
Atlantic to the Pacific through every
State In the Union.”
Governor-elect Henry J. Allen of
Kansas, while in Washington the
Other day, was interviewed, and his *
a red roads comment deserves Nation-;
s i circulation. Asked how the vote !
o f soldiers could be secured, he j
promptly replied “Build good roads.”
l| r. Allen said that while the men i
return from “Over There” with I
the usual diversity of opinion on polltleal subjects, they would return with
a single mind on the subject of good
reads, as the governor-elect said that
to o men of the American Expedition
a ry Force firmly believed that the
good roads of France won the war.

mould

A Questionnaire

j fee(j antj managGment of the ewe durt^e year.

|. Is

it

from a doctor’ s prescription for liis patients?

2 . Is it prepared for internal as well as external u s e ?

3*
4-

Has it a longer record of success than any o t h e r ?
Is it richer than others in soothing, healing elements?

3 * Is the price the same as I pay for inferior articles?
Then* is only one Liniment you can refer
to which will permit your dealer to honestly
answer yeS to every one of the above ques
tions and that is the century old and ever
reliable family friend and favorite

Johnson’s

"D oll up"

o'
A-'

Toilef Preparations
We have t b *

A o D Y N E L in im e n t

“ you and B aby
need.

For Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills, Sprains,
Strains, Muscular Rheumatism, and many other common ills.
;uj'r:

Feeble Old People
Vinol is What You Need

fre

.^>7 '/

7 ’pm#-

*- C c L

Jhey are harmless ‘

Broadway Pharmacy
M a in S t .

F. O. H a n a g a n , Prop.

Decause i t contains the very elements needed to re
place weakness with strength, v i z : Beef and Cod
L iver Peptones, Iron and Manganese Peptonates,
and Glycerophosphates, with a mild tonic wine.
This is a splendid combination to restore strength,
vitality and vigor. It has given ninety percent
satisfaction for sixteen years. I-IERZ IS P R O O F :
Malone, N.Y.

Winchester, V a.

“ I am
years of a;re and got Into
a feeble, weak and nervous condition
90 I could not sleep. Vinol has not
only built up my strength but it has
given me a good appetite and I sleep
ail right now. Without doubt Vinol
is the greatest strengthener for old
people obtainable. ’ ’— Mrs. S. B. Wells.

“ I am a farm er’s wife, 75 years of
age, and pneumonia left me in a weak,
run-down condition, so I could hardly
keep about o.:J C) r:.~j work. A
neighbor brought me Vinol and it has
built up my strength so fast that I
think it is the best medicine I have
ever taken.’ '—Mrs. Jennie Chapman.

F o r all rnn-rlown, nervous, anaemlo condition., w eak women, overw orked men.
.eeoie cid people and delicate children, there in no rem edy like Vine

HATHEW AY

DRUG

COMPANY

and Druggists E veryw here

Grow More Potatoes
W ith L/ess Fertilizer Cost
Potatoes are selling tw ic e as high as they
sold before the w a r. A barrel o f potatoes
w ill n o w b u y d o u b l e the am ount o f
L o w e ll Potash Fertilizers that it w o u ld
fo u r years ago. L o w e ll Potash Fertilizers
pay. T h e y g r o w the large potato crops
needed and boost the farm ers profits.
L o w e ll A n im a l Fertilizers start the plant
g ro w th early because they contain Potash.
T h e y feed and encourage potato g ro w th
fo r the entire season.
T h e y are active
all the time because th ey are m ade from

BONE
‘Mather says W I L L I A M T fe L L
F L O U R never misses.
I guess
that’s w hy they named it W I L 
L I A M T E L L . Things always
come out right, there isn't any
w aste, and it goes further.
Mother says W I L L I A M T E L L
F L O U R just saves itself.”
DAISY BAKER

j

BLOOD MEAT

together with chemicals and 4% PO TASH
which we guarantee to be high-grade because
it is w ater-soluble.
Far-sighted A r o o s t o o k farmers will buy a
larger supply of our special Potash Fertilizers
this year because they will grow larger potato
crops with less fa rm labor.
Order N O W .
Write our General
Agent, H. W . Fowler, Fort Fairfield
L O W E L L F E R T IL IZ E R CO.
Boston
fir^tch C o «o lW .U * I W r i n t Co.
MaSS.

------- s a v e --------

Milled according to
U. S. Food Regulations

The W orst of It
Th e Kaiser is a pet of fate.
Hie people he has tricked.
H o merely has to abdicate
W h ile braver men get licked.

MB

FOR 8ALE BY ALL DEALERS
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There was an auction sale at O. E. |charter j^0 2749
Reserve Dist. No. 1
'■Stewart's store, Saturday evening, '
R E P O R T O F - C O N D IT IO N O F T H E
losing out the remainder of his
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
stock.
Southern Aroostook and "Penobscot
OF HOULTON
Pomona Grange met here on Thurs
I N T H E S T A T E O F M A IN E
day last and held a very interesting
meeting, ow in r ta >ihe train schedule j At
(.|0TO of bualneas on
31. 1018
and Sunday with her mother, Mrs. not many from a distance
could '
resources
UNNEUS
l?an*
d'
m
v.
*
come,
but the day being tine and ; Loans and discounts,
Mrs. Sam Ruth is spending
,
tt
,* a few
M rA Thompson of Hodgdon
,
, manv drove from Little- including rediscounts.

SURROUNDING TOWNS

Xj. A, Barker Company
----------------

Mr. *and Mrs. John MIC;

j£ „

Krle, s p e n t ,

few A g .
Kapli1 Pancake Flour, small
Reg. Price 18c, Fri. & Sat. 3 i>kgs 45<>
Kaple Pancake Flour Med.
Reg. price. 28c, Fri. & Sat. 3 pkgs. 72 ,*
Kapli1 Pancake Flour, large
Reg. price 40c, Fri. & Sat. 3 pkgs. $] on
Fancy Table Syr.
Reg. price $1.25, Fri.
Sat. 2 gal $2.00
pi, iKio.(M) Swifts Premium Oleo
Reg. price 40c, Fri. <& Sat. 37c
Good Nut Oleo
Reg. price 40c Fri. & Sat. 3 for $1.0o
1’runes
Reg.
price 20c, Fri. & Sat. 40<•
Liggetts Estate Tea 1-2 pound
Reg. price iOe, Fri. & Sat. 3 pkgs. 97c
Koxbury ('nffee
Reg, price 35c Fri.
Sat. 3 lbs. 84c
Joyful Brand Goffee
Reg. price 35c. Fri. A Sat. 3 lbs 90c
<>ur Rest ('an Corn
!7.xx7 .5a Rey price 3<ir, Fri. A- Sat. 7 cans 81.on

ness pledged to se

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bither of Houl- Z

FaUs N B.
»y Harry Porter song by Ada Boss. cure U. S. deposits
(par value)
50,0(10.00
ton spent Saturday night and Sunday ; The weekly prayer meeting will he
jJe^Vem ngto^accom panied by U. S. bonds and cer
In town.
[held at the home of Mr. William
J?,fLX ® ',ln?“ 5
Z
n .fZ r
tificates of indebted
ness pledged as
Mrs. Harry Sawyer spent last week Crane, Wednesday evening.
S it *
,?(!t ’hv \h1 r n
1
collateral for State
In Houlton with her sister, Mrs. John ! Mr. and Mrs. William Clark are reVr i '
^
M<!r
or other deposits or
Stewart.
joieing over the birth of a twelve .Parson r !?e, taI* t° n n * armei\s S
bills payable
20 .0n0.00
Mr. Sam Ruth was taken to Houl- pound boy which occurred January sanization by O. B. Gri^hn and Mr. Liberty Loan Bonds
oostook Hospital
y
Brown ot Caribou, and Scribner of 3>4. 4, 4
ton Aroostook
Hospital last week for ?5
pledged
11.7X1
Friends of Mrs. Samuel Morrison I’rosque Isle, was Interesting to the Liberty
treatment.
Loan Bends
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Bither of Hodg- i wui be glad to hear that she is gain- farmers— voted to meet with Little 3 U, 4, 4Vi 7< pledged
to secure postal s a v 
don spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. jng an(j wjll soon be able to return ton Grange some time in February.
ings deposits
--------- S A V E ----------Byron Bither.
home.
Liberty Loan Bonds
Roy Adams, Given Gardiner, John
Miss Amy Noyes who is attending
3*4,
4, 4>4
pledged
0AKFIELD
McGary returned home, Friday from Houlton High School spent a few
to secure State or’
other
deposits
nr bills
The L. A. Barker Co., has contract
the U. S. Service.
days with her mother. Mrs. Raymond
! . I 'ii
ed for a modern system of bookkeep payable
Mrs.
Firman Poppin spent last Noyes,
week with her sister, Mrs. A. G. BrySeveral from here attended the ing to be installed by Fred A. Shean Scciii i ti<-s ot her t him
U. S bunds (not in
enton at Smyrna Mills.
musical program given by Hawaiian of Houlton
cluding- stocks) o w n 
Mr. Harold H. Hopkinson
of Fort musicians at the
Grange HallThursSAVE
ed unolcdgcd
15X.35 1. t l
Fairfleld was the guest of Mr. and day evening.
Total bonds, securi
Wolves of Kultur.
ties, etc., other than
Mrs. W ill Finch last week.
Miss Gertrude Willey and Miss
U. S.
Mrs. Henry Adams spent several Vera Thompson, teachers at Ricker,
Stock of Federal Re
days last week In Houlton with her were week end guests at
(). L.
serve Rank (5U',' of
Unim peachable — If you were to see of sulisci ipt ion )
daughter, Mrs. Byron Stewart.
Thompson s.
of banking
Mr. James Henderson and family
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Haley went the unequalled volume of unimpeach Value
house
1 5 ,1001.i,11
of Houlton spent Sunday with their to Woodstock, Monday to attend the
Hquity
in banking
able
testimoney
in
favor
of
Hood’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ker- funeral cf Mr. Haley’s niece, Mrs.
i house
l
reserve with
▼in.
Jennie Glidden.
Sarsaparilla, you would upbraid your Lawfu
Federal Reserve Bank
Mr. Geo. Adams and family and
Gash
in
vault
net
- SAVE
self for so long delaying to take this amounts due and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bither were Sun
from
national
banks
guests of Mr. Harry Bither and
effective medicine for that blood dis-

day
family.

HODGDON

Held, teacher.
! William Graham has received h i s !
Notice
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton had j discharge from the U. S. Service and j 20 th day

is hereby given that on the !all interest accrued
of January, a . n. 1919 the jCHtamfingS n° teS ° u
aa Sunday guests, Mr. Maurice Stew- returned home.
J. said Levi Fhilbrook was duly adjudicated j Individual d e p o s i t
art and family, Mr. and Mrs. H arry! Mrs. McManus of Amity was the j bankrupt; and that the first m eeting of i subject to check
8tewart and Mrs. Henry Stewart.
guest of Miss Irene Benn1, last week, j creditors will be held at the office of |
thne deposfts^
A party was given last Saturday on her return from the Hospital at ! Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on the 8th
deposit.*I day of Feb. A. D., 1919, at 10 o'clock Bills payable other
evening in French’s H all by Mr. and Houlton.
A large crowd of friends g a th e re d j in the forenoon at which time the said
than with Federal
Mrs. Clinton Merrow, games were
played and music furnished by Vic- at the home of A s b ra Hutchinson on ' creditors may attend, prove their claims, Reserve Bank

torola from Astle Music Co., Houlton. Saturday and passed a very enjoyable ! appoint a trustee, examine the bank
rupt and transact such other business as
Many friends here of Mrs. John evening.
The friends Of Mrs. Mary Skofield may properly come before said meeting.
Adams o f Hodgdon are glad to learn
she is resting comfortably, at Aroos Bates are sorry to learn of the trou
Dated at Houlton, Jany. 20th, 1919.
took Hospital, having submitted to a ble from influenza, she is having with
E D W I N L. V A I L ,
r. , _
serious surgical operation last W e d  her throat.
Referee in Bankruptcy
A
crowd
of
young
people
enjoyed
_
______________________ i
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gove, Mr. a straw ride and passed a very enjoy
and Mrs. Clarence Bither and son, able evening at the home of Mr. and
ADLER-I-KA AGAIN!
Ira, Mrs. Florence Carver, Mr. Hollis Mrs. Samuel Dickinson of Houlton
“Adler-ika is the only medicine for
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boles, jon Friday evening.
gas on the stomach. I never had so
much relief with any medicine.
I
would not take $25.00 for the relief
visiting
one bottle of Adler-ika gave me.
I
-------SA VE-------! James Duff of Nova Scotia is the cannot get done recommending it.”
guest of his daughter, Mrs. Fred Car- (Signed) H. L. Hicks, Ashley, 111.
LITTLETON
_ .
. TT
, JPenter.
Adler-i-ka expels ALL gas and
Beni. B. Feeley of Houlton was calArthur Hanning and Burton ( lark
,, ,
. ,
ling on Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hall on jo f Littleton, spent Sunday with sourness. Removes ALL foul matWednesday.
friends in this town.
ter which poisons system.
Often
Mrs. Norris Smith who has been | Mrs. John Spellman and son, Clar- CURES constipation.
Prevents apquite ill from the effects of influenza j ence, of Littleton, spent Saturday pendicits.
We have sold Adler-ika
Is recovering.
'with Mrs. Ge6 rge Bruce.
.
George Taylor of Millinocket was
Mr. and Mrs. Audbur Thompson i m a n y > e a i s
11 ,s a mixture or d u c k a recent guest at the home of his s is - j were callers at the home of S. J. Me- thorn, easeara. glycerine and nine
ter, Mrs. Chas. Porter.
Cain in Ludlow on Sunday.
other simple drugs. O F French &
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Drake j A number of people from this town g
druggists
sympathise with them in the loss of { were in Houlton Thursday evening 1
’
66
taeir infant daughter.
;to hear the Hawaiian Quartette.
■*..... ....... . ■ ■■■■■■■■■ <- — ■■.. ...........rrrr.
Mr. *ttd Mrs. Lin wood Drake are i Mrs. George Carpenter, Mrs. Mary
the guests of Mr. Drake’s mother, |Rideout and Mrs. Earle Adams spent
MAPLE SPRING FARM
Mrs. Marcus Leavitt of Hodgdon.
j Wednesday with relatives in IloulMr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar and daugh- j
--------- s a v e ----------ter,
June, spent
last Wednesday
• g ’r T r D o
evening in Geo. Benn’r camp, a d e li->
L L 11 E»I\ D
clous supper was served by Mrs.
Mrs. T. J. Carpenter is
Isaac Gerow.
relatives in Houlton.

1 5,mo),io)
24.3oX.14
11.3XX.X7

FOR SALE
Mrs. Orie Titcomb was the week , ton.
end guest of her parents, Mr. and f Paul Gallant, who enlisted in the
Mrs. John Brown Of Presque Isle.
! U. S. Navy, before the opening of
Here is a chance for the right man
Friends of Donald Lunn will b e !w a r, and who is now stationed at to make money on his investment,
lie d to know that he is better and iCharlestown, Mass., spent a ten-days
10° acres of land, 70 acres cleared,
did not hav^ pneumonia as reported, 'furlough at the home of Mr. and Mrs. , some lumber, 1200 to 1500 cords of
J.
A. Wolverton returned from Michael Rugan of this town, r e t u r n - wood, and the woods clear to work
Portsmouth, N. H. on Tuesday, while ing to his duties last week. Paul has in. Two houses and one barn,
away Mr. Wolverton purchased 3 spent twenty months in France, and
A great chance for two families to
registered Holstein calves.
|told many interesting stories of army live and run the farm, as well as to
The
Red Cross will meet next life, and of his experiences across sell Maple Spring Water
This famous spring goes with the
Thursday, Jan. 23rd, at the Grange the seas.
farm.
Hall, a good attendance is desired to j
-------- s a v e --------Everyone
drinks
Maple
Spring
work on refugee garments.
M A M T im f n
Water.
There were 125 patrons present at
lm /n 1 i l l l l u
the regular meeting, Saturday e v e n - j Miss Ethel Harmon of It. ( ’. I
Inquire of
lug. The officers were installed by spent the week end with Gertrud**
Paet Master, E. P. Titcomb assisted Fletcher.
by Mre. W . O. Briggs.
! Miss Miriam Bubar now t a hing
if?. F. D.
Mrs. Blna Landers of Mars Hill in Houlton, was in town over Sunday
who has been caring for her d au gh -, visiting friends,
W E S T F IIE L D , M A IN E
ter, Mrs. Harold Herrick, returned to
her home on Friday, she was accoin
panied by her daughter’s 3 small
children.
A large number from this place at
tended the Pomona meeting at Montleello on Thursday, Jan. 16th. The
m iTIW PWOTOetATYImc.
program was Interesting especially
l e a h ~Ba i r d
the talks given by O. B. Griffin and
WA HmCN EPISODE SCRIM
George Brown of Caribou, on the
Aroostook Farmers’ Federation.
J.
O. Scribner, county agent, talked on
wm, Shudon
the cooperation of farmers. The next
Wcrrm m d On c t o n JotcNiA<V*it»’
Pomona meeting will be held at Lit
tleton, Feb. 20th.

J. G. DONOVAN

W olves wLewis
Kiiitur

EAST HODGDON

Starting

o f Ludlow, were the guests ot Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Henderson, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Taylor were
the guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James Taylor in Hodgdon, Sun
day.
Mrs. Herbert Crane is spending
part of this week in Houlton, the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Trueman

Stairs.
Mr. Ernest Turney and

Mr. Guy
Turney were called to Woodstock,
N. B. last Tuesday to attehd the fun
eral of their sister’s husband, Mr.
Lee Campbell.

-------S A V E --------

LUDLOW
Mrs. Spofford Atherton of Millinoc
ket is visiting relatives here.
Miss Mary Hand spent Saturday

W o lv tt o f Kultur.

b e fo r e J a n .

th e

Houlton Water Co.
M e c h a n ic S t r e e t

O p p o s it e t h e A m e r i c a n
E xp ress C om pany

Monday, Jan- 27

Wolves of Kultur
Supported by

Sheldon Lewis
C O N F R O N T IN G T H E S E W O L V E S , T H E S E
D E V IL T R Y

A M E R IC A N G IR L C O M B A T S

THE

O F S P IE S A N D T R A IT O R S A N D
DESTRUCTO N—
S E R V IC E

K A IS E R 'S

AND

HORDES

OF

YOUR NEIGHBOR

SOONER OR LATER YOU W ILL BUY A

LAVAL
WWMMW.

k

M

m

L A S T

W E E K

Great Unloading

Crowds of enthusiastic shoppers
have already availed themselves
of the extraordinary savings of
fered. Rach day we are pre
paring some very interestng
economies. If you have not al
ready partcipated in this stupen
dous price reduction sale, then
by all means come to Berman’s
before

Wednesday
January 29
Coats, Suits, Dresses and Furs
all have been given the knife
and cut deep in price, that will
certainly appeal to the prudent
buyer.
There is no time like the pre
sent to anticipate your future
needs.
REM EM BER

TH E

PLACE

TO

E8CAPADES.

Monday, Jan’y 27, 1919
A t T h e Dream

OF

Berman’s
Sale

SECRET

The Best Serial Picture Made
in Years

Sat r *c
boxes 28c

W e w ill sell you a D e L&vaf
on easy terms. Come in.
examine the machine ana
talk it over.

T HIS

LURES T H E M

F IF T E E N E P IS O D E S

T H R IL L S

A G ENTS OF

A N D F R IG H T F U L N E S S ,

and

A N Y of your neighbors are tuing De Lavals.
Have you ever asked any of them how they like
their machines?
W hy not make a few inquiries?
You'll find that the De Laval is giving them more
cream and better cream; that it is easiest to turn, to clean
and to care for; very seldom gets out of order and never
seems to wear out
Your neighbors will back up
what we have been telling you.
about the De Laval.
So will any of the o th er
2,325,000 De Laval users.
t a l k i t o v e r w it h

31, a t t h e o ffic e o f ^

In a Fifteen Eplsc de Serial

H U N N IS H

00

71,100.00

Leah Baird

The Ladies’ Aid will meet with
Mrs. Benj. Duff, Jan. 29th.
The friends of Mr. Joseph Aucoin
will be glad to hear that he is bet

ter.
Miss Clara Hussey of Houlton was
the week end guest of Mrs. John
Grant
Mrs. John London fras the week
end guest of her son, Mr. Herbert
London.
Mrs. B. J. Bell and son, Roy, were
the guests of Mrs. Fred A. Barton,
last Friday.
Miss Lillian Brown is spending a
tew weeks with Mrs. Florence Moore
in Hodgdon.
The Sunday School will meet at
the home of Mr. Clarence London
next Sunday, Jan. 26th.
Mr. Charlie London was visiting
hie brother, Mr. Percy London, in
8herman, the past week.
Miss Eolin Taylor spent the week
end with her grandmother, in Houl
ton, Mrs. R. M. Rhoda.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson

50,000.00
223,310.01
4.000.
2,763.09
194,411.13

m u s t b e p a id
or

F,i

K- Sat.

Our reputation fo r fa ir dealing and reliable
goods, coupled with the De Laval record o f
service and durability, has made the De Laval
Cream Separator the leader in ihu community.

All Water Bates
Are Now Due
on

pri‘ ‘' $1-00,
Fri.

J. E.SMTARBELL
&
SONS
YRNA MILLS, M AINE

751,686.36
Total
To till
$712,007.73
State of Maine, Count)y of Aroostook, ss.
I, R. F. W ard , Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
- above statement is true to the best of my
, kn ow iedge and belief.
!
R. F. W A R D , Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ;
11th day of Jan. 1919.
A A R O N A. P U T N A M , N otary Public
Correct-- Attest:
L E O N A R D A. P I E R C E
W. I*. M A N S U R
C. H. P I E R C E
Directors

and

Miie'V-T'

1.5(01.(01

5.000. 00

s
1

4 cans 80c

Reg. price 30c. Fri. A Sat. 7 cans $1.00
Apple, 1 gallon cans
1Hatchet
11
,pri4'e
Beet60c- Fri- * S:it - cans 80c
Reg. price 23c, Fri. & Sat.
cans 3tlc
Naval Oranges
Reg. price 8c, Fri. & Sat. 12 for <50.
J into Beans
Reg. price 13c lb., Fri. & Sat. lie
Merritt s Stock Food
Reg. price $3.00, Fri. & Sat. $2.80
outside Windows, 13 1-2x26
Reg. price $3.00, Fri. &
■ Sat $2.40
Broom (Rose brand)
Reg. price $1.10, Fri & Sat. 95c.
K;it < urn

I5S.351.I t

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bither, Mr. and
Mr. Blyn Hunter was at Millinocket ease from which you are suffering
30.(0)
Mrs. Harry Stewart spent Saturday this week.
________________________
night
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold ! Mrs. Annie Pike has
returned to
Notice of F ir s t M ee ting of Cred ito rs
Logie.
! Providence, R. I.
2,2X1.67
Amos Leavitt of Strong, is visiting Jn (he nLstrict Court of the Unitod Stales
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Ruth of
Houlton spent Sunday with their j relatives in town
for the Northern Division of the D is 
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jam es: Geo. H. Benn was in Boston last
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
2,500.00
H. Ruth.
iweek on business.
Mrs. Maurice Stewart and little ( Miss Lillian Deasy of
Houlton is In the matter of
In Bankruptcy
Levi Philbrook
840.00
daughter, Marne, spent several days teaching at the Mills,
Bankrupt. |
laat week, with her sister, Mrs. H ar- ! Mr. Smith of Providence, R. I. is
$712,007.73
Total
To
the
creditors
of
said
Levi
old Russell.
the guest of C. P. Mason.
L IABILITIES
Capital
stock
paid
in
$ 50,000.00
School commenced in Red School
Mrs.Ebbett and Miss Gentle
of Phiit
Surplus fund
100,000.00
House Monday morning with Mr.Houlton were calling intown Thurs- Aroo
Undivided profits
11,42:3.50 11,423.50
Harold H. Hopkinson Of Fort Fair- day.
; rupt.
Amount reserved for

J

Good ( ’an t’orn
w UieKSalmon
t:- >
p rire 25r* Fr i' & Sat
Red

\Ye will give a N\val’s 21S page Cook Book wi th each purchase of
$5.00 or more, as long as the hooks last during these two da vs

Xet amounts due from
banks, bankers, and
trust companies
Checks on other hanks
in the same city or
town
as
reportingbank
Redemption fund with
U. S. Treasurer and
due from U. rf. T r e a s 
urer
W a r Savings Certifi
cates and T h r i f t
Stamps actually owned

nuuuuvn

-------S A V E --------

M a i n e --------------------------

Friday and Saturday, Jan’y 24 and 25

$324,874.71
42.40

•S S -“ ^

Oahlleld,

ERMAN
Cl o a k St o r e
NO-59 MAIN ST
Houlton •Maine

